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HIROSHIMA, Japan ( AP) — Mayors from 23 countries
gathered today near the site of the world's first atomic bomb attack 40 years ago and called for "inter-city solidarity" to prevent
nuclear war.
"The atomic bomb that in a flash reduced this city to rubble at
8:15 in the morning, 40 years ago tomorrow, transformed
Hiroshima into not merely a place, but a symbol," said Soedjatomoko, president of the Tokyo-based United Nations
University.
The mayors, from 64 cities, opened a week-long First World
Conference of Mayors about half a mile of Hiroshima's ground
zero, where the first U.S. nuclear bomb hit.
The site is now a green park filled monuments to the death and
destruction the bomb caused.
"Hiroshima and Nagasaki of all places on earth can tell us
what mutual assured destruction (one theory of deterrence) really means: the multiplication of horror beyond our minds' ability
to comprehend — until we come here," said Soedjatmoko.
Estimates of those who died in Hiroshima from the bomb, called -Little Boy," range up to 140,000. Three days later, on Aug. 9,
1945, an estimated 70,000 people were killed when the "Fat Man"
bomb hit Nagasaki. Japan surrendered on Aug. 14 and World War
II ended.
Alfonso Garcia Robles, the Mexican ambassador to the U.N.
Disarmament Commission, told the 134 delegates: "It is sale to
conclude that the existing nuclear arsenals could annihilate some
240 billion human beings, in other words, a figure 60 times larger
than the total population of the planet."
He praised Moscow's proposal of one week ago to stop all
nuclear testing for five months beginning Tuesday, and he
welcomed a U.S.. invitation for the Soviet Union to attend an
American nuclear test.
Garcia suggested "reciprocal accePtatice of their respective
proposals."
Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone and thousands of others
are expected to attend the annual Peace Memorial Ceremony on
Tuesday.
Today, riot police vans .filled the spots usually reserved for
busloads of Japanese schoolchildren who flock to the park on
school excursions for "peace education."
A van with a loudspeaker protesting "militaristic" Nakasone's
visit was stopped without incident at the park's entrance. It continued to broadcast its anti-war, anti-nuclear message.
Small groups sang anti-nuclear songs and an occasional gong
was sounded at a Buddhist memorial to call on the gods.

FANCY FARM, Ky. (AP) —
There is evidence to the contrary, but the chairman of the
Kentucky Republican Party
vows the GOP will field a credible candidate to oppose U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford's bid for a
third term in November 1986.
Moreover, Gordon Wade says,
the candidate will be a
mainstream Republican with a
legitimate shot at unseating the'
man called "Mr. Democrat
and will be in the race by Nov. 1.
Wade, making his first trip to
the traditional Fancy Farm Picnic in Graves County, said in an
interview Saturday that he
recently encountered two such
prospective candidates.

See additional photos,
related story on page 2
He declined to name them, but
said: "I'm more bullish today
than I have been in some time."
But Wade's enthusiasm seems
to be less than infectious.
With GOP leaders professing
to pull out all stops to keep Kentucky's 4th District congressional seat and to retake the
" governor's mansion after 20
years, the wisdom of expending
any resources on a decidedly
long shot at Ford's seat is questioned by some prominent
Republicans.
"If we don't have a good candidate, my feeling would be the
party would be better served to
focus on the governor's race and
the 4th District," said Lexington
attorney Larry Forgy, considered a possible GOP can-

Elsewhere...
113 The Associated Pre..

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa— Leaders of a black mine
workers' union say their planned strike could bring the gold mining industry to a halt in South Africa, the world's biggest gold
producer.
GRAPEVINE, Texas— A controller watched Delta Air Lines
Flight emerge from an intense thunderstorm at a low altitude
and radioed an ur.gent command to abort its landing just before
the crash that killed 133 people, a National Transportation Safety
Board member said.
WASHINGTON— President Reagan intends to have a "minipress conference" today, his first since his surgery, to discuss the
congressional budget compromise and other domestic matters.
WASHINGTON— Federal, state and local law enforcement
agencies are launching a nationwide series of raids on marijuana
fields in the largest such eradication program ever undertaken.
WASHINGTON— Peace demonstrators who wrapped the Pentagon and other capital landmarks in a "ribbon of peace," made
from 24,000 homemade tapestries are calling their action
a
rebirth of hope and an "affirmation of life."
CHECOTAH, Okla.— One of the 6,000 _people evacuated from
their homes when military bombs exploded in a fiery collision of
a truck and a car, injuring 47, said she knows now "how it must
feel to be in a war."
SAN FRANCISCO— Phyllis Le Shaft is no ordinary lady. She's
been around the country campaigning for creation of a House
Committee on Unladylike Action and passage of the ERA (Equal
Restroom Amendment).
WASHINGTON— As staid old Washington, with its legions of
lawyers, lobbyists and legal secretaries, goes nuts tonight over
rock star Bruce Springsteen, it is time to recall the Boss' cameo
performance in campaign '84.
WASHINGTON — U.S. lakes have become more polluted in recent years while rivers and streams have improved in
water
quality, according to a new government study. During 1983
and
1984, the Environmental Protection Agency said, 73 percent
of
the nation's streams met standards for "designated uses"
spelled out for them under the original Clean Water Act of
1972.

didate for governor in 1987.
Jim Bunning, in announcing
his candidacy for the 4th District
seat being vacated by
Republican Gene Snyder next
year, told a reporter in
Louisville that the prospect of a
serious challenge to Ford
"doesn't look very good."
That's hardly a first. Ford
unseated Republican Sen.
Marlow Cook nearly 11 years
ago and drew only token opposition from former state auditor
Mary Louise Foust for reelection six years later. Ford is
seemingly well-armed this year,
having raised a war chest of
nearly $410,000 from January to
July with no opponent — credible or otherwise — on the
horizon.
"It looks like (the
Republicans) are having trouble
finding anyone to take him on
and I don't blame -them," Gov.
Martha Layne Collins, a
Democrat, said Saturday.
No one except Wade toollt him
on at Fancy Farm, either. In
fact, the speaker's platform was
awash in mutual admiration
when Ford, Forgy and
Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell took turns praising each
other's efforts on Capitol Hill for
the tobacco program.
McConnell said it had "been a'
pleasure" to work with Ford on
the tobacco bill. Ford, in turn,
said McConnell was "working
diligently" for Kentucky. He
also noted the many hours
Forgy had logged in Washington
In working for the bill.
Forgy, counsel for the Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative
(Cont'd on page 21

•

Representative Carroll Hubbard talks politics with
Charles Patterson, of Onton, following all the political speeches
at Saturday afternoon's forum at the 105th Annual Fancy Farm
Picnic. Hubbard and a host of other local, state and I .S. politicians attended the event, where they were each allowed a turn at
the podium.

Staff photo to:, kesIn Bowden

Supply industries state's consolation
BOWLING GREEN,Ky.(AP)
— Denied their bid to lure
General Motors' Saturn plant,
Kentucky business leaders are
turning their eye toward a consolation prize — the supply industries expected to grow up
around Saturn.
The plant's demand for parts
and supplies is expected to
create up to 14,000 new jobs
within a 150-mile radius, and
state officials will work hard to
see that many of those supplierA
locate in Kentucky, said Commerce Secretary Carroll
Knicely.
"We will be doing a great deal
of prospecting and calling on the
supply industry to try to sell
them on what we can offer,"
Knicely said.

Shelby County was named by
GM officials as one of the top
three prospective sites for its
revolutionary new small-car
plant, which will be located in
Spring Hill, Tenn., a town of
1,100 people about 30 miles south
of Nashville.
The publicity Kentucky
received as a Saturn finalist
should help the state attract any
new supply plants, officials say.
"We got some, excellent
publicity that should be paying
benefits in the very near
future," said Mayor Shirley Jeffers of Hopkinsville, located
about 60 miles from Nash4ille
via Interstate 24.
Mrs. Jeffers said city officials
are "extremely confident" of
landing more plants like the

city's largest employer, C & F
Stamping, which supplies
plastic parts to Chrysler and
other automakers.
Officials are also optimistic in
Bowling Green, an hour's drive
from Nashville on Interstate 65,
which also runs within sight of
the Saturn plant.
Bowling Green is home of
Chevrolet's Corvette assembly
plant, which employs 1,600 people and could be another market
for suppliers considering a move
to the area, said plant
spokesman Gene Sullivan.
"We have a lot of experience
with the auto supply industry
already," said Jim Catlett,
director of the South Kentucky
Industrial Development
Association. "There are a lot of

A

CLOUDY
Today, mostly cloudy with
a 60 percent chance • of
thundershowers. The high in
the mid 80s. Southwest wind
10 to 15 mph. Tonight, a 30
percent chance of thundershowers. The low in the upper
80s. Light south wind. Theeday, Variable cloudiness with
3G pM--eltsasee- -of
thunder% showers. The high
In the mid 80s. Southwest
wind 10 to 15 mph.
•

WEEKEND SHOPPING — Karen Morris and her children • Melinda. Derek and Becky. sort through
some of the bargains during this weekendls citywide sidewalk sale, while merchant Kathleen
Garland
points to some bf the merchandise. Local merchants reported brisk sales during both days
of the event.
.1

•OP
1111111010101106.

plants already here that we
figure might be expanding as a
result of Saturn."
Catlett said his group is working with area officials to develop
a presentation for auto suppliers
showing the region's advantages
for the industry.
"We think this is a terrific opportunity," he said.
GM officials say the Saturn
plant is at least four years away
from starting production, and
that it is too early to tell what
type of spinoff growth might accompany it.
"We don't have the slightest
idea what might develop." said
GM spokesman Don Postma.
"I doubt that many people are
going to truck down there for
jobs," he said.

Registration
time here for
CCHS pupils

— today's index
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Students at Calloway County
High School are requested to
pick up schedules and books.
pay all school fees, and get
locker assignments according to
the following schedule:
seniors — Wednesday, Aug. 7,
8-12 noon and 1-4 p.m., and
Thursday, Aug. 8. 8-12 noon and
1-4 p.m.
juniors — Friday, Aug. 9, 8-12
noon and 1-4 p.m.. and Monday.
Aug. 12, 8-12 noon and 1-4 p.m.
seniors and juniors — Sunday,
Aug. 11, 1-4 p.m.,
sophomores — Tuesday, Aug.
13, 8-12 noon and 1-4 p.m., and
Weartesday. Aug._ 14, 8-12 noon
and 1-4 p.m.
freshmen — Thursday, Aug.
15, 8-12 noon-and 1-4 p.m.. and
Friday. Aug. 168-12 noon and 1-4
p.m.
sophOmores and freshmen — .
Sunday„ Aug. 18. 1-4 p.m.
Students may briny one check
.
•
(Cont'd on page I)
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Local radio talk shows
feature school officials

•

During the week of Aug. 5-9,
representatives of the Murray
Independent School system will
discuss various aspects of he
operation of the city schools on
local radio shows.
On Aug. 5, on WNBS's "The
Breakfast Show," Willie
Jackson will discuss plans for
the Murray Elementary School
this year. Jackson assumed the
position of elementary school
principal in July. High school
principal Bill Wells is scheduled
for "The Breakfast Show" on
Aug.6, while middle school principal John Hina will be inter-_
viewed on Aug. 7. Bill Wells will
also be on WSJP's "Coffee
Break" on Aug. 5.
Both Jackson and Assistant
Superintendent Eli Alexander
will be interviewed on WSJP's
"Coffee Break" on Aug. 7. Alexander is in charge of bus
transportation for the Murray

schools and also serves as the
director of pupil personnel.
Judy Hina will be on the show
the same day. As the new food
services director for the Murray
schools, Hina will explain the
change this year in the cost of
school lunches. The price increase .was made to offset the
projected loss of federal funds.
Hina and Alexander will be on
"The Breakfat Show" on Aug. 8.
Head -Start director Judy
Whitten and vocational school
principal Jim Lawson will be on
"Coffee Break" on Aug. 8 and
"The Breakfast Show" on Aug.
9. On "Coffee Break," they will
be joined by middle school principal John Hina.
WNBS's "The Breakfast
Show" is from 8:30-9:30 a.m. on
weekday mornings, while
WSJP's "Coffee Break" is 8-9
a.m.

Forest ranger finishes
KSP 46-hour training
large and steady crowd of visitors milled around the picnic;
L:round. in Fancy Farm Saturday afternoon during the town's annual picnic. Included in the fare of the day was barbeque. games,

and a full agenda of political speakers, including Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
Staff photos by Kevin Bowden

Gubernatorial primaries 22 months
away; race is unofficially underway
FANCY- FARM. Ky. tAPi —
The entire round of official announcements is still to come,
.„-but.--unofficially, the 1987 governors race is well under way.
That leaves one of its possible
players fretting about a voter
burnout before the primaries 22
months from now.
-I think this- race has begun
too 'early," said Lexington
Republican Larry Porgy.
decidedly.outnumbered by the
unannounced Democratic candidates who were working the
crowd Saturday at the 105th
Fancy Farm Picnic in Graves
county
"They run the risk of boring
!Ilv electorate to death," Forgy
sa
Forg.V looks and sounds
' in•reasingly like a candidate
himself, though he has yet to say
publicly that he will run.
-When the time comes. I will
make my intentions known," he
sald.

Albert "Took" Wilson, Kentucky Division of Forestry
Ranger, for Calloway County,
recently completed 46 hours of
training at the Kentucky State
Police Academy in Frankfort.
Wilson enforces Kentucky's
forest fire prevention laws
regulating outdoor burning in
Calloway County. These laws
prohibit fire at any time on or
near the woods without taking
all reasonable precautions to
prevent its spread. They require
all outdoor fires be attended until extinguished. One law in effect during the spring and fall
prohibits any burning within 150
feet of the woods except bewtween 4:30 p.m. and midnight.
State police training for forest

rangers includes arson investigation, surveillance techniques, defensive tactics, laws of
arrest and courtroom
testimony. Don Hamm,Director
for the Division of Forestry, said
law enforcement is the Division's main tool for preventing
the many destructive fires that
burn the privately owned
woodlands of Kentucky. He said
this past spring 1,578 fires burned 40.000 acres in the state. 638
citations were issued state-wide
for outdoor burning violations
and 5 arrests were made for
suspected arson. "The State
Police have been very helpful to
our rangers and we look forward
to further instruction at their
Academy," he said.

Astronauts transmit first
photos of sunspots today

But on the speaker's platform
Saturday. C.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell referred to him as
•(;overnor Forgy."
Ed Coleman, chairman of the state Democratic Party, was one of the last speakers during the
And Forgy took time to cornpolitical
forum held at Saturday's Fancy Farm picnic. Coleman and other politicians, from-both parment on another Lexington
ties. were given the opportunity to talk to the large crowd in attendance at the event.
Republican — U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins — whose name keeps
popping up when gubernatorial
prospects are discussed.
Hopkins. Forgy said, has been
an effective member of the
House and should stay there.
—
Satui-clay's picnic was another
'day at the office for flamboyant
Floyd Poore.. erstwhile
trarf§,portation secretary,„ who
has plungnd into his new -job as
ampaign coordinator for one of
those unannounced Democrats. \No a:lace Wilkinson,
Poore and Wilkinson met during the 1983 governor's race.
Wilkinson was a Harvey Sloane
man, Poore was in the processof raising $900.000 for the eventual - winner, Martha Layne
(",dins
"We liked each other immediately," Wilkinson recalled.
..We were on opposite sides of
the campaign. but we remained
friends "
Poore left his Boone County
medical practice and joined the
Collins cabinet, departing last
spring when Collins demanded
his resignation. Poore talked
about making his own run for
governor in 1987. but dropped
:he idea when Wilkinson
I".S. Senator Mitch McConnell talks with Becky Dickerson. of Hopkinsyille, while Thornton Hall looks
recruited him.
on. McConnell and other politicians-were on hand for Saturday's 105th Annual Fancy Farm Picnic, and
Poore said he had spent four
following a politica14mm McConnell found time to talk with some of his constituents.
days in the area, making or
renewing contacts over the
———
"I don't want to be known as a
Jackson Purchase and the Penjust wanted to come and meet
Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear, a pronyrile in Wilkinson's behalf.
Louisville candidate," the
the people here and analyze the
spective
gubernatorial canformer Jefferson County comAsked whom he had conpossibility" of a race for goverdidate, was also touching the
tacted. Poore ticked off the
monwealth's attorney said. But
nor or lieutenant governor.
local bases before Saturday, but
that county contains about 23
rtamek of a half dozen county
Jones sat anonymously in the
with one minor glitch.
percent of the Democratic vote, -.-crowd, not on the speaker's
judge-executives. "Ws people
plat'A Friday night reception for
in the financial areas" whom he
Armstrong noted.
form with the people he may one
Beshear
was
among
the
many
wouldn't name.
Armstrong said he had been
day run against.
Wilkinson, who with Poore • social functions that fell victim
testing the political water and
He said.earlier in the day that
moved on to Benton for the Mar- 'to an extended power failure at
found it "very inviting. I'd like
he is."absolutely not" identified
Lake Barkley State Resort
shall County Watermelon
to take a dip."
with any Democratic faction.
In whose pool'
.Festival Saturday night, said .Park.
,
Norrikribtrub claes he cyngla.a
The govtifnur 41%1 is Warm
coriancleCno -fund4-•Nr-jor-e-rparty banner.
_— —
Att-_-.'f-my General Dave Armand inviting. The lieutenant
' raisers for the campaign yet.
The West Virginia native was
strong, frequently mentioned tur - governor's pool is more
'but
as "laying the groundRepublican floor leader of that
a prospective candidate for
work" for them.
crowded."
state's House of Delegates, but
lieutenant governor, said the
_
Poore has "already added
changed his registration on
absence of another Louisvilletremen'dously to this campaign"
iirereton Jones, a Woodford
moving to Kentucky in 1972,
based candidate makes the
arid there IS "no question" that
County farmer and
''Dick Nixon made a
governor's
race
increasingly
• he Will draw support from northoroughbred breeder, said he
Democrat out of me," Jones
attractive. .
was at Fancy Farm because "I
thern Kentucky. Wilkinson said.
said.
.
%

•

•

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — Challenger's astronauts
transmitted the first pictures Of
the sun today from a telescope
they had given up for dead as
they sailed through the final full
day of their extended scientific
expedition.
"It's working," said astronaut
John -David Bartoe, an
astrophysicist, early today as he
viewed TV images of a sunspot
snapped by the telescope, which
was measuring magnetic fields
in the solar atmosphere.
"Fantastic," replied Mission
Control. "The experimenters
are delighted."
"The image looks really, really great," added astronaut
Loren Acton, a solar physicist.
"You can see every little
granule. There are 'little black
spots all over the place."
The activation of the instrument completed the spectacular
recovery of Challenger from an
unpromising beginning. The

New information
released on Delta
jet that crashed
GRAPEVINE, Texas 'API —
Delta Air Lines Flight 191 might
already have bounced off the
ground by the time a flight controller ordered the pilot to abort
his landing, said federal
authorities investigating the
crash that killed 133 people.
Tape recordings of radio
transmissions from the air traffic control tower indicated that
the pilot had been told to "go
around" seconds before the
L-1011 hit the ground, Patrick
Bursley, a National Transportation Safety Board member, said
Sunday.

shuttle left the Earth 17 days
late because of a launch pad
engine abort and, once off the
ground,. an engine stalled, leaving the ship in a lower-thanplanned orbit.
Some of the experiments also
had to be repaired, but all 13 are
now up and running, including
two of interest to the proposed
"Star Wars" mispile defense
program.
. Astronaut Karl Henize, an
astronomer, probably expressed
the feelings of the entire crew
when he said today, "This i a
great experience. I've enjoyed
every minute of it since that first
day."
The seven crewmen were
scheduled to have ended their
journey today, but with shuttle
and experiments working so
welr NASA on Saturday decided
to keep the ship in orbit an extra
day. Landing is set for 3:47 p.m.
EDT Tuesday at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif.

Registration...
(Cont'd from page 1)
made out to Calloway Cqunty
High School to pay all fees including book rentals. All fees
and book rentals are to be paid
when students pick up their
schedules prior to the first day
of school.

Fancy Farm...

(Cont'd from page 1)
Association, said 'the tobacco
program would be saved "with
the bipartisan support of the
Republicans and Democrats we
have in Congress, including
Mitch McConnell and Wendell
Investigators also found the
Ford."
jetliner was overtaking a Lear
It fell to Wade, therefore, to
jet landing ahead of it and had
take the offensive and he wasted
been ordered to reduce
no time.
airspeed, Bursley said.
"I am not a statesman," he
The wide-bodied jetliner carsaid. "I also am not a liar."
rying 163 passengers and crew
Wade told the crowd that Ford
members crashed short of a runwas among Democratic leaders
way at Dallas-Fort Worth Interwho "have been helping
national Airport on Friday durthemselves to your money."
ing a thunderstorm. Eighteen of
He referred specifically to
the 31 survivors remained
news reports about premiums
hospitalized Sunday night.
paid by the financially beset Big
Bursley said officials were
Rivers electric cooperative to
probing the role of wind shear —
the Ford family's insurance
an abrupt change of wind direcfirm in Owensboro.
tion and speed — in the crash.
Wade also repeated his allegaIiriunents at the airport sholthat- "rtfek ArnendRit-4-.-ed-Vitki-letrel wind- shear in The —
Ford" declined to answer quesarea minutes after the crash but
tions before a 'special federal
might have missed Wind shear
grand jury investigating state
farther away.
insurance contracts, among
Etursley said the controller
other things, in the late 1970s.
told investigators he saw the
Wade's remarks were mostly
plane emerge from a heavy
for crowd consumption,
thundershower very low —
however. By the time his turn at
"some 50 to 100 feet above the
the microphone came, Ford was
ground.
long gone.

.a.
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Our Largest Selection Ever!
Over 500 Coats In Stock!

s1 Down Will
Hold Your Outerwear Purchase Until
•
0
,

Nov. 1

with regular monthly payments. NO service charge.

Beat the big chill with this bevy of
beauties. Toasty-warm coats and
toppers that are big on style and
big on savings. too. In wool/polyester and other cozy blends.
Choose from coats and jackets with
the latest fashion details, in the
season's most popular colors. For
misses and juniors'
petites. and womens' sizes.

Prices from

'34.99 to $21 5.00
Now All On Sale
For

25% Less

Register for a
FREE $25 Gift Certificate
to be given away in our
Coat Dept. Drawing will be
August 9. -No Purchase
Necessary.

;> JCVJQQLc1PQ.smar
Prices Effeotive
Aug. 5-Aug. 18 .

LIU
C19435 J C Pomnpy Company 40c

•

rtut *hits
Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080

I.
---
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12,000 line streets to welcome Schroeder
JASPER, Ind. (AP ) —
Artificial-heart patient Bill
Schroeder enjoyed his first visit
home more than the debilitating
effects of two strokes allowed
him to show, his doctor and
family said.
Schroeder, the second man to
receive the artificial.heart and
its longest-living recipient,
visited with friends and family
at/ his house Sunday and rode in

a parade crowded with cheering
neighbors.
"It was great," Schroeder's
son Terry said. "This is
something he's wanted for a
long time."
It was the Jasper native's first
trip back since receiving the
.plastic Jarvik-7 pump . eight
months ago at nuinalta Hospital
Audubon in Louisville, Hy.
Schroeder. 53, seemed

Monday, Avg. 5

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Eye infection
needs attention
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — ,Can conjunctivitis cause scarring of the cornea?
" DEAR READER — OrdinarilY,
conjunctivitis refers to an inflammation of the covering of the White of the
eyeball. but it has many causes and it
(.'affect the cornea. Viral conjunctivitis. in particular, can involve the
cornea, as the infection clears, scarring can become visible.
Most conjuctivitis of the pink-eye
variety clears up with minimal treatment and results in no long-lasting

eye problems. However, severe conjunctivitis is usually extremely painful and sends the patient to an
ophthalmologist. Any person with eye
pain should see a doctor or eye
specialist. Vision is too valuable a gift
to take chances with it.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Recently our
daughter was very ill with intestinal
gastroenteritis. How does this differ
from dysentery?
DEAR _READER, • — Dysentery
refers to a severe colitis caused by
either one-cell organisms called
amoebae or by specific bacteria. I
don't hear the term much,nowadays.
probably because we don't see much
amoebic or bacillary dysentery in the
United States. Gastroenteritis is still quite
c tmmon. however. This is the common "intestinal flu" everyone is
familiar with; it comes on suddenly, is
usually caused by a virus and produces nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. The
body loses so much fluid so fast that
dehydration can often result. Fortunately for most people. recovery is
rapid if the patient limits his diet for
24 hours and consumes only ginger
ale, water, beef broth and tea.
Although gastroenteritis can be
serious in young children and the

disoriented and showed little
emotion during his public appearances, the result of two
strokes that have left him with
difficulty speaking and walking.
But his son Mel said Schroeder
made it obvious to loved ones
that he was happy to be back.
"Hp was very emotionaL He
cried a lot," the son said.
Dr. William DeVries, who was
honored as the parade's. grand

/
elderly, most adults are ill for only 24
to 48 hours Dysentery is more devastating illness and can last for several 4ays.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I am three
months pregnant. My sister has chicken pox, and I have been exposed to it.
I had it as a child, but can I get it
again, and will it harm my baby?
. DEAR READER — Once you have
had chicken pox, you cannot -get'llt
again. YOU have, developed perma-nent antibodies to the virus, and these
antibodies will immediately inactivate any pox virus that wanders into
your system. Fortunately, your
unborn baby is protected by your
immunity until several weeks after
birth.. I don't advise 'you to take
unnecessary chances with your
sister's disease, but I think you and
your baby are safe. Call your obstetrician and ask his advice. For one reason or another, he may want to take
some precautions, of which I am not
aware, in your case.
Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
Due to volume of mail, individual
queAtions cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be
answered in future columns.
NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.)

marshal, said his patient was
obviously buoyed by the visit.
Schroeder made the 60-mile
trip from the hospital in a
specially equipped van driven
by his son Terry.
He visited with friends and
family at his house for about two
hours before being returned to
the van to lead the town's annual
Strassenfest parade, after which
he was taken back to the
hospital.
An estimated 12,000 people lined the parade route to cheer
him.

Castro says
Robert Vesco
now subjected
to harassment
HAVANA (AP) — Cuban
President Fidel Castro., portray.
fiig Robert Vesco as a family
man who deserVes to be left
alone,says the fugitive financier
has been subjected to harassment at his Havana home by
U.S. journalists in cooperation
with the CIA.
At a Sunday news conference,
Castro said the CIA tipped off
American reporters about
Vesco's whereabouts to deflect
attention from Cuba's efforts to
encourage Latin American nations to renounce their huge
foreign debt.
Vesco is wanted by U.S.
authorities on fraud charges and
has lived a nomadic existence
since becoming a fugitive from
justice more than a decade ago.
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PERSPECTIVE
Defense scandal
won't go away
As House and Senate members agree on a $302 billion
defense budget for fiscal 1986,
charges of wilitary fraud and
theft roll on.
The latest scandal concerns
the aircraft carrier Kitty
Hawk, which sailed from San
Diego July 24 for six months
of duty in the Western Pacific
and Indian Ocean.
The Kitty Hawk's departure
took place over the objections
of Rep. Jim Bates, D-Calif. He
wanted the Navy carrier to remain in San Diego until an investigation is completed into
charges that aircraft parts
were stolen from the vessel
and smuggled to Iran. Seven
persons, including two Navy
men and a civilian employee
of the Navy, have been arrested in the case.
Bates fears records vital to
the investigation may disappear while the Kitty Hawk is
in foreign waters. The Navy
says Bates' fears are outrageous.
Sen. Pete Wilson, R-Calif.,
chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Subcommittee on Manpower and Personnel, says his subcommittee
will hold hearings in September on whether sale of military aircraft parts to a hostile
country constitutes espionage.
He said sale of Navy hardware can be as much a threat
to national security as the sale
of secret information.
The Kitty Hawk investigation is only the latest in a series of defense scandals this
year. General Electric was
caught doctoring overtime
charges on defense contracts,
General Dyanmics was condemned for improper charges
and tactics in handling defense contracts and retired
Adm. Hyman Rickover was
shamed for accepting gifts
and gratuities.

royko says

At Miramar Naval Air Station in San Diego, three highranking officers were removed from their jobs by Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger because of embarrassing overpayments for
spare military parts. One of
them was later reinstated, but
the firing of the other two was
upheld.
Navy Secretary John Lehman has said the Pentagon's
ineffective management procedures are surely as much to
blame as defense contractors
for the scandals. Lehman says
there must be more competitive bidding, more-fixed-price
agreements and that cost-plus
procurement must not be allowed to become a way of life.
We agree‘
The American public is particularly incensed over waste
and illegal expenditures because of the increased amount
of tax money going toward defense. What is happening right
now is not an increase in corruption and waste so much as
it is an increase of media coverage, public concern and political attention.
There has been waste. in the
military since the American
Revolution. Corruption was a
big story during the Civil War.
'Harry Truman rose to prominence as a senator crusading
against profiteering by defense contractors just before
World War II.
These horror stories run in
cycles. Now we are at the top
of a cycle. It is a burden and a
trial, but it is also a challenge
and an opportunity. The military has primary responsibility for tightening procedures
and making necessary reforms. The Navy should not be
defensive but should take the
offensive at every level and in
every unit against theft, fraud
and waste.

looking back
Ten years ago
All Calloway County Schools
will open Aug. 25 for the fall
term, according to Supt.
William B. Miller.
Winners of the Summer
Reading Club Contest at
Calloway Public Library are
Kelly Cathey, Lori Burkeen and
Stan Paschall.
Shiela Garrison, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cassel Garrison,
and Michael Earl Hutchens, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hutchens
Sr. of Hopkinsville, were married July 12 at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Philip Mark
Bazzell, July 13.
Kim Kemp of Murray Banditos was named Most Valuable
Player in State Softball Tournament held past weekend in Murray. She belted six homeruns in
the tournament by the Banditos
had to settle for second place
losing to Dover, Ky.
Twenty years ago
David Manning, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Brent Manning, died
Aug. 3 from injuries sustained in
a one-car accident on Martin's
Chapel Road.
Principals of Murray City
Schools are Eli Alexander, Murray High; Robert Gin Jeffrey,
Austin; Dennis Taylor, Carter
and Robertson; Leon P. Miller,
Douglas Elementary. Other officials are Fred Schultz,

by mike royko

Maybe it's the muggy summer
heat. Or it could be the position
of the moon. Or the slumping of
the baseball teams. Whatever
the causes, tempers seem to
flare more easily at this time of
the year, even among normally
civil and restrained people.
An example of this could be
seen a few days ago in a vignette
that unfolded on a Chicago
street.
A man and his wife had gone
out to a restaurant for dinner.
They had driven separate cars
because he had come from his
job and she from a shopping
trip.
After dinner, they left for
home. He said he'd follow her —
a small, protective gesture in
the event of an accident, a flat
tire or something of that kind.
As they waited, a garishlypainted clunker, with pretensions of being a hot-rod, moved
slowly forward in the other lane.
Sticking out the windows were
several goofily-grinning young
men.
They were shouting at people
In the waiting lane of traffic.
Things like: "Hey, baby, you
turn me on... Oh, doll, why don't

we go out together and have a
good time? ... Hey, man, you got
any grass you can spare?" As
well as other youthful
witticisms.
Before the light changed, their
car stopped next to that of the
man's wife, who happens to be
an attractive blonde.
The man couldn't hear what
they were saying, but he saw
them motion to his wife to roll
down her window, which she did.
And three of them were leaning
out the window, pointing at her,
waving their arms and laughing.
And, it seemed to him, they appeared to be leering.
Anger welled up in the man.
Right there on a city street,
before his very eyes, his wife
was being insulted, abused,
molested, subjected to what
were undoubtedly lewd and improper suggestions by a crew of
punk barbarians. Why, it was
right out of "A Clockwork
Orange."
Then the light turned to green.
Traffic began moving forward.
His wife made the light and turned right..
But because a car had waited
to make a left turn in the other

lane, the car filled with the
young Men caught the next red
light and stopped.
And the man found himself
right next to them.
He pressed the electric button
that lowered his window. Then
he glared at them and snarled:
"You think you're funny, you
(deleted) punks?"
One of the youths looked at
him blankly and said: "Huh?"
"You're not funny," he said,
his voice rising. "You're just a
bunch of (deleted deleteds)."
"Hey, what's with you?"
"I'll tell you what's with me,"
the man shouted.
His right hand slid inside his
suit jacket. At the same time, he
opened his door slightly and put
one foot on the pavement. And,
as his face twisted into a look of
magnificent menace, he
bellowed:
"How would you like to have
your (deleted) heads blown off,
you rotten little (deleteds)?"
They gaped, and one of them
screamed "Jeeeez, he's got a
gun!"
At that instant, the light
changed. The driver, who had
been looking at him bug-eyed,

floored the gas pedal.
With a screech, the car roared
into a left turn so sharp that one
of the youths banged his head on
the door frame. Tires • still
squealing, it sped away.
The man clicked his door shut,
turned right, and pulled into the
parking garage, where his wife
was waiting.
His face grim. "I really
scared the hell out of those
punks," he said.
She looked at him in a puzzled
way. "What punks?"
"Those punks in the car at the
light who were molesting you."
She laughed. "They weren't
molesting me. They were joking. They like my car and asked
me if I wanted to trade with
them. They said they'd throw in
a six-pack of beer. They were
cute kids."
"Oh. I see."
"What did you say to them?"
"Uh, nothing much. I just said
they shouldn't make so much
noise, that's all."
"And that scared them?"
"Forget it."
And she did. But, boy, did I —
uh, I mean, that guy — feel
stupid.

letter to
the editor
Dear Editor,
On behalf of the Calloway
County Band Boosters, I wish to
thank the Calloway County
Board of Education for their approval recently to purchase instruments and equipment. This
indication of support and interest in the Band Program is
greatly appreciated. We have a
group of fine musicians who
deserve our support and
encouragement.
Sincerely,
Roy Gene Dunn, president
Calloway County Band Boosters

business mirror
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This hothead feels ugly, pink

superintendent; Preston
Holland, assistant superintendent; Eula Mae Doherty,
general supervisor; Prentice
Lasster, director of pupil personnel; Mary Louise Baker, lunchroom supervisor; Ruth
Lassiter, finance officer.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. John Brandon
Jr., July 28.
Bobby Joe Sims of Gardenia,
NEW YORK (AP) — We want
Calif., will speak at a gospel
the government to provide the
meeting at Almo Church of charity — not ourselves, said the
Christ, Aug. 8 to 15. Ernie Rob
economist. "We want to live the
Bailey will direct the music.
good life but we want to avoid
Thirty years ago
the financial responsibility for
Leland H. Peeler, son of Mr. It," he said.
and Mrs. Kelsie Peeler, has
"Well, it isn't working," he
enlisted in United States Navy.
He is now taking boot training at continued. "One look at our
budget deficit and our social
Naval Training Center, Sam
problems tells the story."
Diego, Calif.
Bill Dunkelberg, Purdue
Pvt. Lamon J. Lovett, son of
University economist and freMr. and Mrs. Gentry Lovett, is
taking basic training at Fort quent adviser to businesses and
Knox as a member of 34:1 Ar- legislative groups, generally is
more upbeat about America's
mored Division.
The Advisory Council of future. But now he wonders if we
Calloway County Homemakers really want to deal with the
realities.
Association met at Extension
He observes that just four
Office with Mrs. James Harris,
Items — interest on the debt,
president, presiding. Mrs. Glen
defense, health and Social
Kelso is secretary-treasurer.
Security — make up more than
Recent births reported at
80 percent of government spenMurray Hospital include a boy
to Mr.. and Mrs. Charles Marine, ding. But to many people they
are also the untouchables.
a girl to Mr. nd Mrs. Roy Fox, a
Consider the interest-on-debt
boy to M. and Mrs. Alton
Powell an a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. John 0. Pasco.
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WASHINGTON (API — For
some members of Congress,
agreeing to the federal budget'
compromise last week was like
buying a loaf of stale bread, not
a wonderful idea but acceptable
if it's the only loaf left in the
store.
But to Rep. Charles E.
Shumer, D-N.Y., it was more
like ordering a hamburger in any
unreliable restaurant.
"We ordered it rare, we got it
medium, and if we don't take it
AIM it will comb_ backdone' Shumer toldlhej-louse as—
Congress broke a long stalemate
by adopting an unpopular 19S6
budget resolution.
.
To others, the compromise
meant the beginning of a monthlong congressional vacation —
and an end to all the talk.

factor.
Soon federal debt will amount
to $2 trWion, up from less than $1
trillion in 1979. At an average interest of 10 percent, he observes,
this debt will cost about $200
billion a year in interest
payments, up from $120 billion
this year.
Unable to cut spending more
than $50 billion or so, he wonders
where Congress "will find an extra $50 billion to $80 billion to pay
interest to the holders of government bonds."'
Well, some people say, we
could tax the rich and cut
defense. "Neither will work,"
says Dunkelberg.
"If we taxed every dollar
made by those earning $100,000
or more a year we'd collect only
$60 billion to $70 billion in
revenue, hardly enough to
balance the budget much less
finance government largesse."
And that amount, he adds,

assumes mat the rich would still
be willing to work. "People who
earn big salaries often create
jobs for the rest of us," he comm en ts. "Why give them
disincentives to work?'
There is good reason for the
difficulty in cutting Social
Security, he observes. "It isn't a
retirement program — it's a
transfer program, taking money
from workers and transferring
It to retirees," he says.
As most people know, there is
an increasing number of
Americans in or heading toward
those retirement years, and for
them the numbers look good.
"If you retire today,"
Dunkelberg points out, "in about
three years you will have received all of your — and your
employer's — contributions during your work period, with about
5 percent interest."
'After that, he says, "you're on
the system," meaning you col-

by lawrence I. knutson

lect money you never saved and
invested. He calculates that "by
the year 2000 there will be only a
few workers for every retiree."
Contrast that with about 15
workers per beneficiary when
the system was begun.
Well, you say, perhaps we
really can GROW out of the
deficit — produce so much and
earn so much tax revenue that
we'll simply overcome the
problem.
Hardly. "It would require five'
years of growth at rates never
achieved in our entire history
for such a long period of time."
Unfortunately, he says, some
politicians have in effect chosen
to ignore the deficit problem by
accepting such unrealistic
assumptions.
"Congress still hasn't received the message," says
Dunkelberg. That message, he
says, is that consumers do not
want to pay for everything
government is doing.

'thoughts
in season

As the budget conference was
make-believe budget allocations
rushing to finish its work so Con... a make-believe budget."
gress could adjourn, Rep. Jack
In a corner of the crowded
Ken %ion
Kemp, R-N.Y., unexpectedly
room, in the approximate locaOne-line bits of analysis are
proposed an international contion of Rep. Sidney Yates, D-Ill.,
always dangerously incomplete.
ference on trade.
someone burst into song. A
but
also
almost
always
For some reason, this prospecial song. It was: "It's Only
stimulating
.
mpted Sen. Ernest F. Hollings,
Make Believe."
Here are some succinct one-,
D-S.C., to break into wellAfter the-budget battle finally
liners from author John Fowles,
practiced oratory belittling Conended, Senate Democratic
found in his book The Aristos
gress and its budget-cutting
Leader Robert C. Byrd of West
(1980)
resolve.
Virginia admitted he had rathers
A. Christian says: -"If all •
Hollings was 20 minutes into
enjoyed the spats it triggered
were good, all would be
his speech when Kemp
between President Reaigin and
happy." A socialist-says:
iIkterruptad.
_
---SeetateRepubiteans.
-**If all Wpre werelaw,an
,Iiiirithdraw the request if
would be good."„A fascist
you ifop the speech," he said.
"Yes
.
, I enjoy seeing a fight.".
says: "If all obeyed tee
Over l,p the House Appropriahe said to the laughter,of the
state, all would be both haptions Committee, Rep.' Sylvto
reporters. "Boys-and men like to
py and good." ...A humanist
Conte, R-MaNs., gesturing with a
see a fight if it is-not too violent
says: "Happiness and
cigar, regaled his colleagues
... political fights especially, as
goodness
need
more
with a condemnation of "a
long as they involve the other
analysis." This last is the
make-believe budget process ...
party."
least deniable view.
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Roos-Dawson vows solemnized at church
Miss Melanie Susanna
Roos. daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. David C. Roos,
and Roger Glen
--Dawson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Dawson,
were married Saturday.
July 6, at First Christian
Church, Murray.
Dr. Roos, father of the
bride, officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by
Mrs. Margaret Boone,
soloist, and Mrs. Maxine Clark, organist.
The chancel of the
church was decorated
with spiral candelabra,
ferns, kneeling bench
and an arrangement of
daisies, carnations and
gladioli.
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her

parents.
She wore a formal
gown Of white eyelet.
The slightly raised
witIstline was appliqued
with Venise lace motifs.
The Queen Anne
neckline edged in
Venise lace was enhanced by a narrow ruffle of
lace. Lace and satin
bows adorned the baby
doll sleeves.

were Floyd Dawson and
Randy Dawson,
brothers of the groom.
Ushers were Ronnie
Dawson and Ryan
Dawson, also the
groom's brothers.
They wore pearl gray
tuxedoes with light blue
ties and cummerbunds
with boutonnieres of
white carnations.

and white carnations,
accented with fern,
baby's breath and a
trailing cascade of
white ribbons.
Miss Lisa Wilson was
the maid, of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Any Roos and Miss Debbie Roos, sisters of the
bride.
They wore floor
length light blue eyelet
gowns and carried
nosegays of white and
blue daisies, accented
with fern, baby's breath
and blue cascading
ribbons.

The bridal registry
was kept by Mrs. Susan
The flared skirt and
Vance.
chapel train were gracA reception followed
ed at the hemline with
in the Fellowship Hall of
multi-ruffles of lace.
the church.
She completed her
ensemble with a fingerAssisting in the
tip veil of illusion athospitalities were Mrs.
The groom wore pearl
tached to and flowing
Ella Mae Quertermous,
from a pearled Venise gray tails with gray tie Mrs. Betty Gore, Mrs.
and cummerbund with a
tiara frame.
Emily Miller, Mrs.
boutonniere of white
Susan Vance, Mrs. Rita
The bride carried a pixie carnations.
McDaniel and Miss
bouquet of white and
Robert Duncan was Sherry Mills,
all of Murblue daisies, stephanotis best man. Groomsmen
ray, Mrs. Janelle
Wagner of Kingwood.
Texas, and Mrs. Barbara Roos of Kosciusko,
Miss.
Following a wedding
trip to Gatlinburg.
two traditions said in a exposed to economic Tenn., the new Mr. and
Mrs. Dawson are
new, jointly drafted and political ideologies, residing in Murray.
to artistic perspectives
ecumenical document.
Out-of-town guests inThe result of three and to scientific theories cluded Mr. and Mrs.
years of study and and hypothe continue Paul Blackburn, Lone
discussions, the 42-page with the churches.
The report strongly
report declares:
v...
backs church activism
•
11
"Children who are not in civic and political af.t...• lir)
exposed to the great fairs, declaring it right
• wept",
*--44211 1
faith traditions of the to act in those areas on
esNinftAs
world with at ,least as the "strength of the
i
'
much objectivity and perspectives and
detail as they are now criticisms" from
religion.
•
The document praises
Come to the Seafood Ex•
the 1983 pastoral letter
press
and catch a Boat of
•
gp peace of the Roman
Tuesday, Aug.6
t;
Delicious Steamed Shrimp
Catholic bishops, which
4:30 p.m. at Calloway condemns nuclear war•
and
our
Special
Sauce
to go.
•
Public Library.
fare, terming it -one of
•
the most discerning and
It's quick, convenient and
Wednesday, Aug.7
prophetic statements"
affordable. Don't Let The
Goshen United on that issue.
Boat Leave Without You.
Methodist Church
The 17-member joint
•14.4,1:01
Women will meet at 7 dialogue team . is cop.m. at church.
chaired by Catholic
The Seafood Express
————
Bishop Ernest L.
804 Coldwater Rd. & 5 Pts.
Cordelia Erwin Circle Unterkoefler
of
753-6149
of South Pleasant Grove Charleston, S.C.,
Now Hours: 11-7
and
p.m.
United Methodist the Rev. Andrew
HarTuesday-Saturday
Church Will meet at 7 sanyi, dean of the
4
p.m. at church.
Hungarian Reformed el
•
———
• Church in America.
1r42.
1t
1"/"."21Yettlgogokiet&grelP4Wfingirers.V1101.
1440"greireirltirliJAII-JilltetifAt
Haze' and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club
will include golf and
bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
a luncheon at noon.
————
"Hassle-free registration" at Murray High
School will be today as
follows: Seniors — H to
N at 9 a.m.; 0 to Z at 10
a.m.; and A to G at 11
a.m.; Juniors — 0 to Z
at 1 p.m.; A to G at 2
p.m. and H to N at -3
p.m.
————
Seniors at Calloway
County High School are
requested to pick up
schedules, pay all
school fees, pick up
books and get locker
Limit one free garment cleaned with this coupon
assignments from 8
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4
p.m.
————
Super Saver Coupon .
Betty Shephard Invitational Ladies Golf
Tournament will be
FREE
played at Oaks Country
Club.
————
Mission groups of
Coupon good thru August 24, 1985
[You must surrender this coupon when you bring
Cherry Corner Baptist
your cleaning.
Nojood for sto.
Church are scheduled to
w
meet at 7 p.m.
————
2 Pc. Men or Ladies
Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups are
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
OFF

Churches want more teaching
11 GEORGE W.CORNEI.I.
1P Religion %liter

Presbyterians and
Roman Catholics, often
in disagreement about
policies regarding
public schools, are firmly agreed that they
ought to include more
teaching about religion.
It is 'surely
necessary for a" complete education,"
representatives of the

.1Ir. and Mrs. Roger Glen f)awson

Coming community Clews
Tuesday, Aug.6
Tuesday. Aug.6
p.m. in library of school. luncheon at the church.
————
Officers of Murray
B az a a
r
Moose Lodge will meet Workshop/Luncheon
at 7 p.m. with a business will be at 10 a.m. at
meeting to start at 8 First United Methodist
p.m. at lodge hall.
Church.
_————
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
Senior High Cookout
at American Legion . will be at 6 p.m. at home
Building. South Sixth of Rev. and Mrs. A.
and Maple Streets.
Nowell Bingham.
————
Paducah Branch of
Group II of CWF of
AALIC War
''at 7 First Christian Church
p.m. at Brannon will meet at 2 p.m. at
Business Institute, 400 home of Lochie Hart.
South Sixth St.,
————
Paducah.
Summer Youth Series
Reservati
ons
for
Locust Grove Baptist
of Churches of Christ
ladies day luneheon on
Murray High Athletic will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Wednesday at Murray
DAILY
Country Club should be Booster Club will meet Se„venth and College
Bargain Matinees
made by today with Pol- at 7 p.m. at University Church, Mayfield.
Cheri & Cine
————
ly Garland or Ophie Branch of Bank of
All Seats 5200.
Murray.
WMU of First Baptist
Spiceland.
Church will meet at 9:30
————
Health Express of a.m. in church chapel.
Hazel and Douglas
————
Centers will be open Murray-Calloway CounMurray Assembly No.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. ty Hospital will be at
for activities by senior Douglas Center from 10 19 Order of the Rainbow
a.m. to noon and from 1 for Girls will meet at 7
citizens.
to 3 p.m.
p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Murray Lodge No. 105
————
Living W- ith Diabetes
Free blood pressure
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30 weekly meeting will be checks will be given
at 2 p.m. in third floor- from noon to 2 p.m. at
p.m. at lodge hall.,
.`
' classroofn, Murray - Murray Seventh-day
————
"Sing Out, Kentucky" Calloway County Adventist Church,
program will be Hospital.
Sycamore and 15th
presented at 8 p.m. in
Streets.
Story Hours will be at
Convention Center, Ken————
tucky Dam Village State 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Murray Optimist Club
The night of your life
at Calloway Public is scheduled to meet at
Park.
Library.
6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Tuesd- ay, Aug.6
————
Family Restaurant.
"Sing Out, Kentucky"
Parents Anonymous
————
ventral cantor 753-331 4program will be will meet from 6 to 8
Senior citizens acpresented at 8 p.m. in p.m. For information tivities will be at 9:30
Convention Center. Ken- call 762-2504.
a.m. at Dexter Center;
tucky Dam Village State
————
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Park.
Murray TOPS (take Hazel and Douglas
————
off pounds sensibly ) Centers; and from 10
Prepared Childbirth Club will meet at 7 p.m. am. to 3 p.m. at Ellis
classes at a cost of $35 at Calloway County Center.
will start at 7 p.m. in Health Center.
————
third floor Classroom,
————
A representative of
Murray-Calloway °JunWranglers Riding Social Security Adty Hospital. For infor- Club will meet at 7 p.m. ministration will be at
mation call 753-5131. Ex- at Murray-Calloway Robert 0. Miller Courtension 144, or Nancy County Realty, North thouse, Murr'aY, from 10
Orr RN, 753-6821.
12th St., Murray.
a.m. to noon.
————
————
————
Murray High School
Women of First
Calloway County
1985 graduates May pick Presbyterian -Church Chapter of American
IC?)
up their yearbooks at 1 will have a "brown bag" Red Cross will meet at

Monday, Aug.5
Church will start Vacation Bible School at 6:30
p.m. For transportation
call 753-9550.
————
Coldwater Baptist
Church will start Vacation Bible Schol at 6:30
will meet at 7 p.m. in an- p.m.
nex -Zit Calloway Public
————
Library.
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8
Martin's Chapel p.m. at First Christian
United Me thodis,t, Church, Benton. For inChurch will start Vaca- '1OiMS.tiOn call 753-0061,
, tion Bible School at 6:30 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
p.m
Monday. Aug.5
Kentucky Barkley
Bass • N• Gals Cltb will
meet at 7 p.m. at The
Boston Tea Party.
————
Murray -Calloway
County Camera Club

CINE 1 & 2

FRIGHT
NIGHTT1,i

CHERI 3

SCW..A.12.E

/0V//
3
:
7;
/
7
4
VIDEO TAPE •
VCR RENTALS
Mon.-.Sat. II am•10 pm
Sun. I pm•io pm

Vturray Drive-Ir'

The Shrimp _. . . .,„,.
Boats Have
Arrived!

Be
wi
go

0011
E1
CLEA\ERS

11
fi

SAVE MONEY

a

• 2-for-11

a
V
a

One garment cleaned

Il

when you have one like garment cleaned
at the regular price

(Cont'd on page?)

Just for You Senior Citizens
Every Monday through Wednesday receive a
FREE drink with any meal.

1

1

Draperies

Suits
$320

20%

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru August 24, 1985

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You

Bring Cleaning
Good Thro August 24, 1985

•

Menu Sampler
Dockside Platter
8 P-: hopped.Sirloin
Salad Bar

•

P.S. Be sure to let the cashier

knov; you're -Young at heart-

$3•.
•

445-years or above). _
_

42"

Hwy. 641 North, Murray-, Ky. Open 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat 753-4141

etentnttar in ',errs

Oak; Ens. and Mrs.
Brent Boston, Groton,
Conn.; the Rev. and
Mrs. Ken Heintzelman,
Josh and Amelia, BenUM; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lovell and Ben,
Frankfort; Alton
Philen, Woodville,
Texas; Carl Roos, Huntington, Texas; Mr. and
Mrs. David Roos and
David II, Broken Arrow,
Okla.; Mrs. James Roos
and Rebecca,
Nacogdoches, Texas;
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roos,
Kosciusko, Miss.; Mr.
and Mrs. David
Wagner, Kingwood,
Texas.
Bridal events given in
honor of the couple include the following:
A party by members
of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of
the First Christian
Church at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
Boone, Jr.;
A tea hosted by Leslie
Berge, Tina Cooper, Lee
Ellen Estes, Kelly Lyles
and Melissa Maddox at
the home of Miss Estes;
A shower hosted by
Lisa Wilson and Susan
Vance at the home of
Miss Wilson.

turn Wens

-"In

Laundry & Cleaners
13th & Main
6th & Poplar

7512552

•

North 12th
603 Main

glieNo16411111g

•
.

•

1.
'
•;

1

7

-

1.1
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Luncheon, bridge and golf planned at club
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, Aug. 7, will
include a luncheon,
bridge and golf.
The luncheon will be
served at noon with Pol-

ly Garland and Ophie Miller, Ann Wells, Ella
Spiceland as hostesses. Mae Quertermous,
Reservations should be Wanda Dick, Alexa
made by today.
Starks, Mary Moore
Other hostesses will Lassiter, Neva Gray
be Margaret Polly, Allbritton, Sadie West,
Rebecca West, Patricia Joan Wilson,and Paula

Oaks winners arena ed
Bridge or regular
ladies day golf will not
be played Wednesday,
Aug. 7, at the Oaks
Country Club because of
the Betty Shepard Golf
Tournament there that
day.
These events will
resume again on
Wednesday, Aug. 14.
Bridge will be at 9:30
a.m. with Carol Julian,
phone 753-94 48, as
hostess. Pairings for

golf play will be made at
the tee at 9:30 a.m.
Hazel Beale, golf
hostess for play on
Wednesday, July 31, has
released the following
winners:

Wells, third;
Second flight —
Shirley Wade, first,
Vickie Oliver, second,
Florence Hensley,
third;
Third flight — Mary
Montgomery, first, LinChampionship flight da White, second, Bron— Buriene Brewer, da Parker, third;
first, Mable Rogers, seFourth flight — Mary
cond, Sue Wells, third;
First flight — Lou C. Lamb, first, Marlene
Darnell, first, Shelba Beach, second, Sallyann
Barnett, second, Mary •Sawyer, third.

Singers fill two vacancies
The two vacancies on Heath and Mrs. Barkley
the governing board of Smith of Benton; Dr.
the Society for Preser- Ray Mofield of Hardin
vation of Southern Har- and Benton; Catherine
mony Singing, Inc., Kay of Jonathan Creek;
were filled at the recent and Dr. Glenn C. Wilcox
annual meeting of the of Murray.
The new board met
membership by renaming the incumbents to immediately following
the general session and
new three-year terms.
Elected for additional reelected all officers to
years of service were new one-year terms:
Mrs. Benson Blackie Mofield, Heath and
and Clarence Blakney, Blackie as president,
both of Marshall vice president and
secretary respectively;
County.
All other board Estella Smith of Benton
members agreed to con- agreed to serve another
year as treasurer.
tinue their unexpired
The following calenterms for the following
dar was adopted for
year or beyond.
tion On Sunday, Aug. 11. p.m. at the Ellis ComThey, are Margaret '1985-86:
Mr. and Mrs: Troy
Thursday, Sept. 26,
Their two sons and munity Center, Murray.
Beane of Rt. 1, Kirksey,
1985, Benton Library,
All relatives and
daughters-in-law will be
will celebrate their
7:15 p.m. for song
hosts for the special oc- friends are invited to
golden wedding anpractice;
casion to be from 2 to 4 attend.
niversary with a recepThursday. Oct. 31,
Mr. and Mrs. Beane
1985, Benton Library,
were married Aug. 10.
7:15 p.m. for song
1935, in Metropolis, Ill.
practice;
Their attendants were
Thursday, Nov. 21,
Truman and Vita
PORTLAND, Ore. 1985, Calvert City ConTurner.
Mrs. Beane, the (AP) — Mayor Bud valescent, 6:30 p.m. for
former
Mary Frances Clark used eight
The mid-summer Antique and Collectables
Linville, is the daughter "whereases," two
-Market will be Sunday. Aug. 11, from 9 a.m. to 4
of the late Rhetta. Mc- "herebys" and a
-p.m. at Arena Building, Cape Girardeau. Mo. A
Callahan Linville and "therefore" — but that
new feature will be a wicker repair specialist
was the only formality
Harry F. Linville.
from Salem. Mo., who will be able to repair
Mr. Beane is the son in his proclamation of
broken spokes, wrappings and weavers as well
of the late Suzie Bailey Portland's first "Dress
as replace broken curliques and restore serpenBeane and Jake Beane. As You Please Day."
tine roll arms and backs of chairs on early 1900
What it means, he
The couple has two
wicker. The restorationist also specializes in
is that on Aug. 14
sons
said,
—
Teddy
R.
Beane
chair seat weaving including caning, rush and
and wife, Aleta, of city 'employers should
splint seats. Other items at the market will inKirksey and Jerry Lee let their workers wear
clude jewelry, coins, dolls, glassware, paper
Beane and wife, Bar- Hawaiian shirts, jeans
Americans, books, furniture and primitives. For
or any bizarre garb, all
bara, Paris, Tenn.
more information call Mike Newell, promotor,
Their six grand- "in the spirit of levity
11314-334-5153.
children are David and good will."
Clark said the special
Beane, Terry Beane,
Darrell Beane, Timothy day is part of his effort
The Board of Directors of Calloway County
Beane, Jerry„ Wayne to establish Portland as
Chapter of American Red Cross will meet Tues.:
Beane and Tisha Beane. the nation's "most comday. Aug. 6, at 4:30 p.m. in the Calloway County
Two great- fortable city."
Public Library. Stuart Poston is president of the
grandchildren are
board. "Peggy Billington is the executive
LaCosta Beane and
director.
Brittany Beane.

' Mr. incl PtIrs. Troy Beane

Golden wedding anniversary
reception planned on Sunday

Is your
Insurance all
tt should be?

Special Good

AT SHELTER,
IT'S A MATTER OF
PERSONAL PRIDE.

Dan Cullen

100B 6th St.

759-1033

Special: Large Hamburger
French Fries &

Thru August 8

Mathet on Sunday

MrCalInn

hostess, as follows.
Championship flight
— Jerlene Sullivan, winner. Betty Jo Purdom
and Veneta Sexton, tied
for second;
First flight — Faira
Alexander, winner. Toni
Hopson, runnerup;
Second flight — Nancy Schempp, wInner,
Madelyn Lamb and Betty Scott. tied for second;
Third flight — Sue
Costello, winner, Billie
Cohoon and Mary Bell
Overbey, tied for
second;
No. 1 tee — Toni HopFourth flight- —
son, Genevieve Logel,
Carole Edwards, winJudy Latimer and
ner, Donna Tate.
Freda Steely;
runnerup;
No. 2 tee — Nancy
Overall putts —
Schempp. Jane Fitch.
Margaret Shuffett.
Nancy Haverstock and
Carole Edwards;
No. 3 tee — Sue
.Costello, Lula Bingham.
Betty Stewart and Mary
Bell Overbey,
No.4 tee — Wilda Purdom. Peggy
Shoemaker, Betty Scott
and Rebecca Irvan
No. 5 tee — Martha S
Ryan, Louise Lamb,
Mary F. Bell and Exie

practice concert;
Friday, March 28,
1986, Cardnal Care
No. 6 tee — Madelyn
Health, Possum Trot,
Lamb, Rowena Cullom.
6:30 p.m. for practice
Molly Booth and Chris
concert;
Graham:
Thursday, April 24,
No. 7 tee — Sadie
1986, Lake Haven NursWest,
Elizabeth
ing, Benton, 6:30 p.m.
Slusmeyer, Itonna Tate
for practice concert;
Thursday, May 22, and Vickie Jones;
No. 8 tee — Frances
1986, Benton Library,
Richey, Sue Brown,
7:15 p.m. for song
Nancy Fandrich and
practice;
Tonda Thomas.
Sunday, May 25, 1986,
Winners from golf
103rd Big Singing at
play
on July 31 have
Benton Courthouse,
10:30 a.m. and 1:25 p.m. been released by

(

Mayor sets
special day
at Portilind

DATEBOOK

F` thnlpne

Hobbs.
Bridge will be played
at 9:30 a.m. with Clarice
Sparkman listed as the
hostess.
Golf will begin at 9:30
a.m. with a shotgun
start. Chris Graham,
753-1510, will he golf
hostess. Persons unable
to play should call Mrs.
Graham. Other women
wishing to play may
come and be paired at
the tee.
The lineup is as
follows

-

Med. Drink $ i 99

Try Patsy's Homemade Pies
-

. lace Ain't Fancy...But Sho Is Good Food

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers

•

Chestnut St.

Murray

."1:, •

753-0045

Red Cross Board to meet

Hazel

plans event

An -Ice Cream Supper will be Saturday, Aug.
10, at 6:30 p.m. at the Hazel Park. Music will be
by Country Beat Band. A cake walk will be
featured. These events are being sponsored by
Hazel Lions Club and the public is urged to
attend.

La Leche Group to meet
La Leche League will meet Thursday, Aug. 8,
at 7 p.m % in the home of Belinda Bohnert, 903 B
Northwood, located behind Cain's AMC-Jeep.
Women should look for the blue light and babies
are invited. This is the second meeting in a series
of four. "The Art of Breastfeeding and Overcoming Difficulties" will be the topic discussed, according to Chris Harrison, 759-1647. For
breastfeeding information call Mrs. Stephanie
Peacock L.A. 436-2227.
•

Senior trip planned

Jackie Weatherford has announced a trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn., for Senior Citizens and
friends. The trip is scheduled to start Tuesday,
Oct. 15, and includes round trip bus transportation on Brojks Bus Lines, two nights accommodations at the new Edgewater Hotel, two
breakfasts and all taxes. The cost per person will
be $180. For information and reservations call
Mrs. Weatherford at 753-4646.

SS representative here
A Social Security Representative from the
Mayfield office will be at Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex (old Post Office building), Murray.
each Tuesday from 10 a.m. to noon. The
'representative will he available to - assist the
public in all aspects of Social Security, Supplemental Security. Income'and Medicare.,
Assistance ill be givenizi filing claims, reports,
changes. etc., and in answertng inquiries,-accor
ding to Janie S. Ivy. field representative.
•

•

•Nir

ceris plans event

A Watermelon Bust will be' Friday, Aug. 9. at
6.:30- p.m. At Calloway County High,School. This
will give the public an opportunity to meet the
school football players and the new football
coach: Jack Haskins. This event will be spon- •
sored by Calioway County Athletic Boosters. The
public is urged to attend, a spokesman Said.

Communitv...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Wednesday, Aug.7
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at Old
School Yard at Kirksey
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Stella Grocery at Stella
from 1 to 3 p.m. ,
-— — —
Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Diet and
Diabetes meeting will
be at 2 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
"Sing Out. Kentucky!" program will be
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake
State Park.

For health
insurance
with oldfashioned
personal
attention,
check with
State Farm.
Jane
Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

as.

0kE. a goo°
ne.9nDor
State Farm Is there

Betty Hinton's

FRAMER'S GAILLERY

ONE DAY ONLY...
WED. AUG. 7

Have your diamonds mounted
while you wait!
A full assortment of Ring,
Pendant, and Earring Mountings
will be available to choose from!

Please call to schedule your
appointment or come in
anytime during this event and
witness skillful craftsmen
create beautifully designed
jewelry!

Phone: 753-7695
UNSET DIAMONDS 50
k SPFCIAL CiROUP...DI RING THIS EVENT!
ct. REG. $400

$199

Reserve Now,Pay Later

ct. REG. $560

$279

KENTUCKY PUCK STAMP
.*Orders Placed By August 28
Pay,25% -Down—
Rest Due In October
Mon.-Sat.

753-0077

Over 300
to choose
from!

One Price includes setting, sizing
and cleaning.

DIXIELAND CENTER
Ray Harm's
First•of State

•

/2 ct. REG. $1,400 $699
/4 ct. REG. $2,000 $995
-ct. REG. $3.000 $1,495
iiE67:16,006-St,995
2 ct. REG. $12,000 $5,995
3 ct. REG. $17,000 $8,500

JEWELERS
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY. KY.

_
.• ,

•
kV

•
1.*

*'•

•
•
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FARM AND AG NOTES

• Tour of Calloway County
farms slated for Friday

'Mt

--

toy

or

Mirrray Ledger & Times

4 --,

•

1
•V

The Calloway County to soybeans with a stop
Young Farmer Associa- at the Charles Tucker
tion is sponsoring a drop farm and at the Gerald
tour and Bar-B-Q Din- Stone farm to compare
ner Friday, Aug. 11 at various herbitide plots
3:30 p.m. Area farmers on soybeans.
and agribusinessmen
The next stop will be
on the Eddie Chapman
are invited to attend.
The tour will originate farm to look at several
at the West Kentucky varieties' of air-cured
Exposition Center and tobacco.
travel to the PennyThe last stop will be
Kirksey area. The first on the Gus Robertson
stop will be on the Rob farm to look at no-till
McCallon farm to com- corn production. The
pare several varieties of
dark-fired tobacco. The
second stop will feature
Steve Alcott, Calloway
WASHINGTON (AP
County Soil Conserva—
When Congress left
tion Service, who will
town last week for a
discuss several success
month-long recess, it
stories in soil conservaleft behind only a rough
tion and point out the
outline of the legislation
practices in the field.
that will be the basis for
Corn varieties will
U.S. agriculture policy
dominate the next two
for the next four years.
stops. Over 50 corn
At a time when many
hybrids will be'viewed
farmers are suffering
in two variety test plots
from their poorest inon the Danny Cunncome in years, the bills
ingham farm and on the
leave unanswered
Mike Burchett farm.
perhaps the most imporThe focus will swing
tant questions: how

buses will then return to
the Exposition Center
for the dinner which is
being provided by interested chemical and
seed businesses.
The Calloway County
Young Farmer Chapter,
University of Kentucky
Extension Service, and
Soil Conservation Service, all.cooperating in
producing this program,
encourage farmers to
attend this crop tour.

Ag legislation Is unfinished

•

•

4

.•

" In Angus cow lounging in a rural Oklahoma City field appears less than pleased with
the cattle egrets perched on his head and backside. Egrets fill their bellies with the flies
and bugs that cows attract.

Get off my back

Southern States

USDA finds 214,000 farmers deep in debt
WASHINGTON
AP
— In its most comprehensive look yet at the financial pinch • on
American farmers, the Agriculture Department
says 2i4.000 producers are so -deeply in debt they
can't make their payments.
Compiled as part of a detailed survey alarms
this spring, the figure represents just over. 12
percent Of the 1.7 million farms covered by the
study.
But even more telling is the news that .the
stress is greater among so-called commercialsize farms, those selling at least 840.000 or more
in farm products. These farms form the heart of
the nation's food production system.
Among those farmers, one in three is suffering
financial problems. either because of too heavy a
debt load, inadequate cash flow, or both, the
study said.
The findings were similar to those published in
March, when the department issued its first
assessment of farming's current financial pro:

blems. That paper was based on the ratio of a
farmer's debts to his assets, with farms owing
more than 40 percent of their worth deemed
financially vulnerable.
The latest study adds cash-flow data to the mix
to get a more complete picture of how well
farmers can cope with debt. The new report includes. for example, off-farm income from a second lob which many farmers use to make their
loan payments.
Of the 214,000 farmers unable to make ends
meet, more than half — 129,000 — were in the
$40,000 and over sales class. Some 38,000, or 2
percent'of the total, were technically insolvent,
with debts greater than the value of their assets.
About 20•,percent*:of farms int,x,000-ad-over
class showed both high debt load and negative
cash flow, while another 10 percent were. considered potentially at risk because of high debt
load, even though they broke even or better4 in
1984.-

"This development is. especially critical
because commercial farms,although only 34
percent of all farms, account for 90 percent of all
farm sales," the report stated.
Certain types of farms in certain regions were
hardest hit, the report noted. Cash grain, general
livestock and dairy farms accounted for more
than three-fourths of the farms under stress.
Sixty percent of the financially ailing operations were in the Corn Belt, Lake States and Northern Plains, the study found. Those are the
regions where drops in farmland values have
been steepest, declining by up to 25 percent in
1984 alone while the national average was a 12
percent drop.
The flip side of the figures is that most farms
remain financially sound. Four out of five farms
had adequate debt-to-asset ratios and positive
cash flow, the survey found, and two of every
three in the crucial commercial-size category
were faring relatively well.

Conservation tillage
publication available
"Conservation
Tillage: Things to Consider," is a new publication to help farmers
decide how conserva-

Aro

Pictured are those who attended the camp.

FFA members attended
leadership training camp

tion practices can be used in their operation.
From the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
this publication provides information on
basic conservation
systems, their advantages and disadvan-

tages; costs; and effects
on erosion, crop yields,
pest control and soil
fertility.
Highlights of research
Seven members of the
Sounded at 6 a.m. and Timmy Manning underway on problems
Calloway County
Breakfast was served at and G re g Futrell, associated with some
Chapter of Future 7 am. At each meal, a basketball.
practices are discussed.
Farmers of America at- • different chapter was on
•
tended the Kentucky
K.P. duty. At 8 a.m.
FFA Leadership Train- each officer attended
ing Center in Har- classes for their respecdinsburg June 24-28.
tive offices. The second
hour several different
Members attending
chapters met together
were Lisa Lewellyn,
and discussed ways they
Doug McKinney, Timcondu.ct.
eci their
my Manning. Jerry
Lowery, Chris Dodd. chapter's activities.
Third hour each chapter
Rodney Jones, Greg
met to discuss plans and
Futrell and Advisor
activities for the coming
Lary Gilbert.
year. Fourth and fifth
Jerry Lowery
hours were devoted to
represented the
special interest classes.
Calloway Chapter in the
State FFA Quiz contest
From 2 to 5 p.m. the
and won first place.
members were divided
Chris Dodd participated
into eight athletic
In the state tractor drivgroups. Sports In which
ing contest. The chapter
members participated
officers conducted openwere basketball,
ing ceremonies on
volleyball, softball, badThursday, night with
minton, shuffleboard.
Chris Dodd giving the
ping pong, horseshoes
devotional.
and tennis.

Sources of computerized information on conservation tillage
systems are also given.
For a copy of the
publication "Conservation Tillage: Things to
Consider, Agriculture
Information Bulletin
No. 461, write the U.S.
Government Printing
Office, Washington,
D.C., 20402. Price is
$1.50 each.
To examine a sample
copy of this publication
or for assistance in planning conservation
tillage practices, contact District Conservation Service. The address is Bel-Air Shopp-

Don't Pay That High Farmowners Insurance Premium Until You Compare
Rates With...

lo•4912

7

Lisa Lewellyn received the leadership award
_.-±
40./p1-the.Week Iliter
_ -TA
Lowery received a plaque for winning the FFA
Quiz contest. Th-e
chapter also received a
blue ribbon for cottage
inspection.
—Each day a bugle call

Each athletic team
elected two players in
9oll#yhall,--htisitelliall and softball to play IR
the All-Star games. The
Calloway County
chapter had three
mernters on All-Star
teams. They were Doug
MicKinney, volleyball
•

PURDOM, THURMAN
_St McNUTT it.
407 Maple
SoUthside Ct.

•

753-4451

ing Center and the
phone number is
753-1781.

many farmers to keep in
business, which ones
they will be and how
much the taxpayer
should spend to do it.
The incomplete
legislation written by
both the House and
Senate agriculture committees does set a
general direction for
farm programs, one
that envisions renewal
of exports as
agriculture's best hope
for the future.
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Farm roofing
that won't rust,
rot, or corrode.
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•Easy to install, lightweight
flexIble sheets
• Wind and weather resistant
•Insulates against heat and noise
$35.99
$9.47
Mat. Sq.
Per Sheet

Stock Colors:
White, Brown, Gray, Red
Colors Available:
Tan, Black, Blue, Green
Industrial Rd.

753-1423

Attend Your Annual
Southern States
Membership Meeting
•Mon. Aug. 12, 1985
•Refreshments and lunch
Served 11 AM-2 PM
•Business Meeting 1:30-2:00 PM
•SSC, Inc. Calloway Service
Industrial Road
•Prizes Will Be Given
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Many Items On Sale
During the Day
The Ladies Advisory
Committee asks those interested to enter crafts in
regional Share-A -Craft
display.
Fot more- iiiformail;"
call 753-1423.
Industrial Road Murray
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Crews complete
detour around
train wreck

RAIL RIDER — Ron Forster of Potter Place, N.H. rides the rails
on the pedal-powered rail car he
created for the handicapped. Forster wants to turn thousands of miles
of abandoned railroad tracks into
a park where blind and handicapped people could pedal for miles.

Poll questions spread of AIDS to public
NEW YORK (AP) — Nearly
two-thirds of the Americans
polled by Newsweek magazine
believe AIDS could spread to the
general population, and the
number of people worried that
the disease will strike close to
home has doubled in the past
two years, the magazine
reports.
Almost half of those polled
said they believed AIDS has
caused unfair discrimination
against homosexuals, but some
are so worried about catching
the disease that they shun

homosexuals and refuse elective
surgery that would require
blood transfusions.
AIDS, or acquired immune
deficiency syndrome, is an affliction in which the body's immune system becomes unable to
resist disease. It is most likely to
strike homosexuals, abusers of
injectable .drugs and
hemophiliacs.
It can apparently be spread by
sexual contact, contaminated
needles and blood transfusions,
but not by casual contact.
Sixty-two percent of those

Your Individual Horoscope

surveyed by Newsweek said
they think it is very or somewhat
likely that AIDS will spread to
the general population, while 26
percent said it is not too likely
and 7 percent said it is not at all
likely.
Fourteen percent said they
feared they or someone they
know will get AIDS — double the
7 percent who answered the
same question in July 1983.
Thirty-one percent said they
are not at all worried they or someone they know will catch
AIDS.

!maces Drake

FOR MONDAY, AUGI'ST 5, 1985
•

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Ple
Take the initiative in romance. You
could sweep someone off his or her
feet today. Luck comes through
friends and innovative ideas.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
What you thought would be a
difficult project is easily dealt with
now. You're busy clearing up loose
ends today.
GEMINI
• (May 21 to June 20)
Social life picks up dramatically
now. You're the life of the party and
enjoying every minute of it. Plan for
good times.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"
6
1
It's full speed ahead in career
interests today. Luck and initiative
combine to put you on top! Go after
what you want.
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug.22)
44r
You're the master of public rela-

let

tions today. Creative types have hick
in getting their work recognized
Travel looks promising.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You can make:Things happen today
Good timing is the key to profit
making now. Trust your own
instincts.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to 0(1.22)
A15
You'll make your mark socially
today. Group activities are favored.
You'll also have time for special
moments with a loved one.
SCORPIO

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Shoppers will find some good buys
now. Meet with bankers about loans.
The buying and selling of property is
favored.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Make those important phone calls
today when you can be sure of a good
reception. Good news puts you in a
happy frame of mind..
PISCES
*ow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
IOW
Work output increases now. Be
alert for opportunities to get ahead
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
businesswise The financial picture
Extra drive puts you on top certainly improves.
careerwise. You're the person who
YOU BORN TODAY are versatile
makes his or her own breaks now. and have a sense of adventure. Such
Make your ambitions come true!
fields as brokerage, sales, public
SAGITTARIUS
relations and acting are likely to
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de appeal to you. Learn not to take short
Both recreational and creative cuts. Self-discipline and patience will
interests are favored. Luck is with be the keys to your success. Creativyou in expressing your ideas. A ity talented, yo .can succeed ii
pleasant surprise comes now.
writing, art, film and music.

A

WESTMINSTER, Colo. (AP)
— Crews who worked through
the weekend today completed a
detour around a highway turnpike overpass that was damaged
during a fiery head-on crash of
two freight trains.
Five crewmen were killed Friday when the Burlington Northern trains collided-on a blind
curve under the Boulder-Denver
turnpike, part of U.S. 36. The
heat from the resulting fire
caused the road to collapse.
Unofficial estimates of total
damage from the collision approached $8 million.
Some 128 people using 64
pieces of equipment completed
the detour around the accident
scene in time for today's morning rush, said Carl Sorrentino,
spokesman for the Colorado
Highway Department.
Sorreritino said U.S. 36 itself —
which serves about 41,000 cars a
day — may take several months
to fix, at a cost of nearly $2
million.
He said lawyers are trying to
determine who will pay for the
work.
Meanwhile, investigators said
Sunday that crew members of
the northbound Burlington Northern freight train may have
misread a log sheet that warned
them a southbound ,Burlington
Northern train was on the same
track Friday night.
Gordon Inglis of the National
Transportation Safety Board
said the northbound train had
orders from its McCook, Neb.,
dispatching center to travel
from Denver to Cheyenne, Wyo.,
and check the register at the
unstaffed Clear Creek Station, 8
miles southeast of the crash site.

Cosmonauts are
repairing station

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You're inclined to take your problems too seriously today. With proper
deliberation, you'll gain the insights
you desire.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
ZISt
Don't let a financial pinch cause
you undue concern. You'll brighten
up if you take advantage of today's
social opportunities.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
' It's not your style to sell yourself
short, but today you have misgivings.
You are the right person for jobs
offered now.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
de
You're letting things brew inside of
you, instead of dealing with issues
directly. Don't be blunt, but do speak
from the heart.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Once you get yourself away from a
friend who's unduly pessimistic,
you'll find that things are really going

NOTICE
ADULT STUDENTS!
An appliance repair class will be
offered beginning this fall at the
Murray-Calloway County Vocational School.
The class, which is being offered
on a full-time and part-time basis,
will begin Mon., Aug. 19 with
registration being accepted now
through Sept. 1.
Financial aid is available. A final',
etal a;...-"effkbrifAtt be 6n limmjiiis
August 8. Cost:$20 registration fee
with tuition costing $16 a monthfull-time, $8 a month-part-time.
For information call 733-1870.

Rit

your way.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Others encourage you to open up
now and you should really take
advantage of the opportunity. Put
aside career worries for the moment.
PIKES
mlor
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
olio(
Career-related discussions should
be tops on your agenda today.
Lethargy must give way to a bold new
course of action.
YOU BORN TODAY are adventurous with a fine flair for originality.
You work well with groups and have
a keea sense of the public's taste
You're liable to experiment before
settling on a career. Your financial
hunches seem to be lucky and you
would make a good broker. Dramatic
by nature, you'll do well as an actor,
writer, musician or designer. You
need encouragement to do your best
work and should not be expedient in
your choice of a vocation. Birthday
of: Lucille Ball, comedienne; Lord
Tennyson, poet; and Andy Warhol,
artist.

By Abigail Van Buren
C 1985 by Umversal Press 54rale

DEAR ABBY: I have a wonderful
daughter who never caused me a
moment's trouble all her growing-up
years. She worked to help put herself
through college, and now she has a
degree and holds down a good job.
She is totally self-suppoyfing, has a
beautiful apartment
of friends,
and she loves her work. She is
morally straight, has a great sense
of humor, belts out a song like
Streisand and dances up a storm.
And she's pretty to boot.
So what's my problem? She's 26
years old and there are no immediate
prospects for marriage. This does
not bother me, but it seems to bother
a lot of relatives, who keep nagging
her about not being married yet.
They seem to think that any kind of
marriage would be better than none,
and tend to "worry" about her because she's still single.
I am not allowed to say anything
because it might cause family
problems, so I am asking you to
deliver this message: Kindly keep
your mouths shut, and give single
people a break.
No name or address, please. My
daughter would kill me.
PROUD MOTHER
DEAR PROUD: Here's your
letter. Let's hope it will reduce
the number of concerned relatives who ask, "How come a
nice_girl like you isn't married?"•• *

DEAR ABBY: Two years ago,
MOSCOW (AP) — Two
some girls I work with invited my
cosmonauts who have been husband
and me to join a potluck
aboard the Salyut-7 space sta- dinner group that
meets once a
tion for nearly two months were month. We accented, and realized
sent there on a risky repair mis- after about six months that this
sion, a Soviet newspaper reveal- group was not for us.
ed today.
They're all nice people, but most
The orbiting space lab had of them have small children, who
been left drifting and out of are their main interest, naturally.
touch with earth by an electrical We don't have children yet—and
fault, the Comtnunist Party dai- aren't planning to have any in the
ly Pravda said, and when near future.
Every month we get a phone call
cosmonauts Vladimir
Dzhanibekov and Viktor reminding us where to meet and
'what to bring. I have tried to say we
Savinykh arrived they found
couldn't make it, but I get pumped
that every system aboard had for a foolproof
excuse, which I can
stopped working.
never come up with, so we end up

DEAR POTLUCKED OUT:
Don't try to come up with an
"excuse"—give a reason—the
real one: My husband and I have
discussed it and we've decided
to drop out. Period.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My husband's sister, "Lucy," offered to keep our 2year-old son while my husband and
I went away for the weekend.
When we got back, my husband
picked up our son, and when I saw
that child I nearly fainted! Lucy had
given him a haircut, and he didn't
look like the same child. Abby, he
had a head of beautiful golden curls,
and she cut all those bedutiful curls
off.
His father wasn't upset at all. He
said the boy had looked like a girl,
and it was high time he had a
haircut anyway:
I wasn't ready to see those cfirls
go. I think what my sister-in-law did
was unforgivable: I feel angry,
resentful and betrayed. Nobody I've
spoken to thinks what Lucy did was
so terrible. I guess I just need someone to tell me I'm not crazy for
feeling the way I do.
CRUSHED
DEAR CRUSRED:You are not
crazy. Your sist&-in-law had no
business taking it upon herself
to give your son a haircut. But
perhaps his father was right. It
may have been high time for the
boy to look like a boy.
i
• ••

(Every teen-ager should know the
truth about sea, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, send your
name and address clearly printed with
a check or money order for $2.50 and a
long,stamped (39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby. Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 38923. Hollywood. Calif.
90038.)

•

No question about it. .Nt Lincoln Federal
we'll go out of our way to make money available
for you.

HAPPY

Money for new cars, family vacations, home
improvements, medical bills, or a college
education.

45TH
BIRTHDAY

Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
loan, we've got the answer."

DWAIN
TAYLOR

NittLiNCOLN ,Fsuc,

YES.
applIC:Illts 0)11\

I

11: FEDERAL SAVINGS

P

e AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Neml..***.•*•••••Ca•

low Sour bung

Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

•

•-

going. I've tried to say we are busy
with other things, but I've run out of
excuses. I hate to hurt anybody's
feelings, but I'd really like to know
how to drop out of this group.
POTLUCKED OUT

When you need a loan,
WeVe got the answer...

FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1985
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
9111t
Worries about romance may be
ill-founded. Heart-to-heart talks
prove beneficial. Creative types meet
with luck and inspiration.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
fir
Some research you do in secret
gets you the answers you seek. Use a
new approach for success in domestic enterprises.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You needn't keep problems bottled
up inside ot you. There are plenty of
people for you to confide in. A loved
one will understand.
CANCER •
(June 21 to July 22)
Tap your originality for spectacular
career gains. Do not let outside
worries mar concentration. Goals can
be realized now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Travel looks very auspicious, that
is, if you can leave domestic woes
behind. It is time for you to embrace
the new! '
s

Mom Says Perfect Daughter Is
Perfectly Happy Being Single
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Carew's 3,000th hit
shared by friends,
family, teammates.
'ANAHEIM, Calif.
( AP
— If special
moments are meant to
be shared with friends
and family, Rod Carew
of the California Angels
picked the perfect time
'to stroke the 3,000th hit
of his baseball career.
With family and
former teammates looking on. Carew lashed an
opposite-field single in
the third inning of Sunday's 6-5 victory over
_the Minnesota Twins.
"The thing that I really felt good about was
that 19 years • ago I
started with Minnesota
in the big leagues and I
started with ) Harmon)
Killebrew and (Tony
Oliva and I was happy
that they were both here
to see it." Carew said.
Also on hand was
Gene Mauch. who

Poetic justice allows
Seaver, Carew marks
to occur on same day

managed Carew for five
years in Minnesota and
for the last three years
with the Angels.
Also sharing the moment with Carew were
his wife. Marilynn, and
daughters Charryse.
Stephanie and Michelle.
"It's a great feeling,"
Carew said. "I didn't
want to take it ( the
chase for 3,000) down to
Monday with the strike
so close."
Carew said he'd had a
lot of sleepless nights
over the past two weeks
but knew he'd reach
3,000 eventually.
"When you've been
around 19 years, you're
bound to collect a lot of
hits. To be mentioned
with the Cobbs, Horns b y , Rose and
Clemente, it's a great
feeling for me."

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
If baseball's days are numbered, let the
numbers be the ones Tom Seaver and Rod Carew
achieved on Sunday — 300 and 3,000.
Playing on opposite ends of the country in the
long shadow of a threatened players' strike, the
quintessential pitcher and the ultimate hitter
reached two of their sport's most hallowed
milestones.
Three hundred victories. Three thousand hits.
Let the stalled contract talks drone oq. Let
Samuel Gompers Fehr and Silas Marner MacPhail wrestle over every television dollar. This
day will be remembered not for their negotiation
rhetoric, but rather for a pitcher and a hitter, for
300 victories and 3,000 hits.

Sealer Victory Milestones
By The Associated Press
No, I — April 20. 1967. N V Mets del Chicago. 6 I
No 50 — August 26. 1969. N Y Meta del San Ills-go 0.4
No 100 — May IL 1972. N Y. Mets del Los Angeles,
2-1
No 150 — May 11. 1975, N V Mets del Cincinnati, 32
No 200 — September 15. 1977. Cincinnati del Los Angeles.
3-2
No 250 — May 19, 1981. Cincinnati def Chicago. 5.0
No 300— August 1. 1985, Chicago White Sox def N V
Yankees 4 1

Gooden takes share
of Seaver's 300 glory

It was poetic justice for Seaver and Carew to
achieve their milestones on the same day
because they are so much alike. They are technicians, perfectionists practicing opposite crafts,
one at bat, the other on the mound. They are
craftsmen at work.
The Associated Press
With the victory, the
Never was that more apparent than in the last
Though nobody can Mets moved to within a
two innings of Seaver's 4-1, six-hit victory over
take away Tom half-game of first place
the New York Yankees.
Seaver's 300 victories, St. Louis in the National
Today's Seaver is not the vintage version, the
there is somebody doing League East.
one who could simply overpower hitters. This
.his best to push him
In other NL games,
edition is 40 years old, pitching in his 19th season,
as.cLide in the record book. Philadelphia shut down
relying on such veteran's tools as guile and guts.
the Cardinals 6-0, CinThrough the mitldle innings Sunday, he was
Dwight Gooden won his cinnati edged Los
MILESTONE VICTORY — Sunday. pitching against the New York Yankees, White
the classic Seaver, retiring 10 straight Yankees
Sox hurler Tom
11th straight game Sun- Angeles 5-4, Pittsburgh Seaver recorded his 300th career victory to become only the 17th
over one stretch, working on a three-hitter going
player in major league history to dnso.
day — breaking a New got past Montreal 4-3, Seaver gave up six singles Sunday as his team went on to
into the eighth inning. Then came trouble, a
turn back the Yankees, 4-1, at Yankee
York Mets club record, Atlanta outlasted San Stadium.
leadoff
single by Bobby Meacham andra two-out
AP Laserphoto
thi•owing a five-hitter. Francisco 5-4 in 10 innsingle by Don Mattingly.
lowering his earned-run ings, and Houston beat
Dave Winfield, representing the tying run, was
average to 1.57 and San Diego 2-1.
coming up and that prompted a conference at the
beating the Chicago-Phillies6,Cardinals0
mound between pitching coach Dave Duncan,
Cubs 4-1. •
- Philadelphia erupted
Oaks Country Club Velvet Jones will defend
catcher Carlton "Pudge" Fisk and Seaver. The lineup and tee
Woods, Roberts & Powell
Gooden's streak broke for six runs in the eighth will host two golf tour- their 1984
No 10 —
Farmer & Soloman.
Certainly the White Sox wanted Seaver to win
title.
assignments for the Jackson
& Holland. Cope & Long
the record set in 1969 by inning to break a naments this week on
No. 300 in New York where he spent the bulk of
On Thursday, OCC Shepard Tourney are as
No. 11 — Farris & Linn, Enix &
.24-year-old Tom Seaver. scoreless tie and Kevin Wednesday and will host
his brilliant career. But now, more than No. 300
its in-club follows:
Dunn. Howard & Bradley
The record fell on the Gross pitched a four- Thursday.
was at stake. The game was in the balance.
junior golf tourney
No 12 — Berry & Sutton, Wells &
same day that 40-year- hitter.
The Wednesday event featuring about 25
Seale. Flood & Childers
Fisk's diagnosis was that Seaver's classic
No. 1 —
Vowel' & McLeary.
youth
No. 12a — Elliott & Dick. Lamb &
old Tom Seaver, who is
Brown k Singleton. Bath & Bogard.
Gross pitched his se- will be the annual Betty competing in eight
compact delivery was opening'up a trifle, that he
Gibbs,
Oliver
&
Rose
age
No. 2 — Parks & Brener. Caldwell
one day short of being cond career shutout and Shepard Memorial groups
No 13— Roberts & Danner, Lamb
was pushing the ball a bit. That happens
for boys and & Jones, Brundlge & Brann.
Cohoon. Oakley & Gibbs
exactly 20 years older beat Joaquin Andujar, Tournament. The two- girls. The
No 3 — Sullivan k Hulse, Alexsometimes when you're 40. Armed with that bit
youth tourney ander & Purdom, Orr & Jones
No 14 —
Saxon & Chumbler.
than Gooden. won his 17-6, who was charged woman scramble will will begin at
LaVallie & Cain. McGough &
of intelligence, Seaver went to work on Winfield.
9 a.m. and
No. 4 — Sullivan & Alexander. Mc
Burhart
300th game — in New with all six runs and suf- begin with a 9 a.m. any golfers not
"The first pitch was a curve and we got ahead
signed Callon & Wants, Michaelson & Sloan_
No. 5 — Kobler & Tapley. SmIddy
York, with the Chicago fered his second shotgun start.
No. 15 —
Pranger & Darnell.
of him," the artist recalled. "Most of the others
up should contact the & Weis. Gillespie & Watkins.
Robinson
&
Stacey.
Rogers*
Neale
White Sox.
straight loss.
Carolyn Caldwell and pro shop, 753-6454.
No. 6 —
were fastballs."
Walker & Caldwell.
No 16 — DWon & Dodd. Jackson
Thomas & Graham. Rowlett &
& Albritton. Brewer & Parker
Winfield stretched the count to 3-2. Then came
Hayes
No. 17 —
Epstein & Grizzard.
the decisive pitch. A changeup, Seaver said.
No. 7 -7 Winters & Mahan. Lowery
Shuffett & Sweatman, Villinova &
& Anderson, Rowland & Lax
Mavity.
"The ball was down. I kept Thy front side closNo. 8 — Potts & Stone. Rauchle &
No 18 — Hatcher & Johnson. Steel
ed and threw the ball top to bottom. I picked
Sutherland, Cultra & Petty
& Steel. James & Lamb.
No. 8a — Paschall & Paschall.
No. 18a —
Pudge's feet up. That was my focal point.
Taylor & Wallace.
Lamb k Outland. Wright & Owens
Morgan k Crouse, Barnett &
Mechanically, I had done what I wanted to do. I
No. 9 — Wade & Barnett, Stone &
Broach
was not leaving the ball in the middle of the
plate."
Winfield swung and missed for strike three,
the 3.498th strikeout of Seaver's career.
On the way to the dugout, the pitcher detoured
Men. Women & Children can take advantage of this super sport shoe
to visit with his family at the corner of the White
Sox dugout, particularly with Annie Seaver, age
special on great styles for Back to School. They're the shoes you want
7.
for casual wear or outdoor activities. Buy now at Savings you can
"I said, 'Well, Annie, just three more outs,'"
Check us first
he recalled.
appreciate.
for commercial
Annie Seaver, not exactly a student of baseball
history,
responded like a 7-year-old. "Good, we
rates.
can go home and go swimming."
Soon, Annie, soon.
The ninth was another adventure. Dan Pasqua
opened with a single and after Ron Hassey
struck out — No. 3,499 — Harold Bathes went to
the wall to pull down Willie Randolph's drive.
Mike Pagliarulo walked on four pitches and,
again, it was tying run at the plate, this titpe with
slugger Don Baylor up.
Duncan returned to the mound with nothing
special in mind, saying simply, "It's up to you."
"I was beat," Seaver said. "I was rushing. But
I didn't have a prayer of leaving, not with
Carlton there."
Baylor hit a lazy fly ball to left field on the first
pitch, Seaver's 145th of the most emotional day
of his baseball life.
Later, he kidded with old friend, inviting him
into the Chicago White Sox clubhouse to testify
for him.
"Tell 'em I once could throw hard," he said.
"They don't believe me."
Believe him. He once could. Now he beats you
with knowhow and resolve.
And an occasional changeup.

Two golf tourneys slated at OCC this week

10MT

Select From Over 50
Styles of Shoes

2040
OFF!

NMI/LINEWASWTTOUR
FIRST
MARE!TM=LAST.

Roog

Select From These Famous Name Brands:
if%Iew Balance iBrooks
iFootJoy
IPuma
Pony
iConverse
i-Adidas

,Diadora
iSaucony

CLEARANCE PRICING ON
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
4 MODELS IN STOCK
TO SERVE YOUR ENERGY NEEDS
BTU
KPA 0051 5,000
1 YR WARRANTY SAVE'39c*
12,000 BTU
3 SPEED FAN
115V

SAVE 86000

•Lifetime Limited Warranty

REG.'509"'449"

FLH 2183 3/LBW
BTU
SPEED FAN

SAVE 870c*

Stock Colors - White, Colors Available:
Brown-Silver-Red-Blue-dreen-Ton-Black

DZA 1121

t.••

REG.'558"'489•1

230V

* FLA 223

"
BTU
23,
3 SPEED FAN
230V

SAVE s100c*
REG.4593"'593"

TEXGAS CORPORATION
Railroad Avenue

0

thiduline

REG.'238"'199"

115V

*Corrugated
Asphalt
Roofing
'Ideal For
New Roofing
*Less Condensation
than metal

Murray, Ky.

753-1823

$9.49 Per Sheet
$37.96 material Square
32 Squares Of

Mat•rial Cutrantly On Hand

Murray Lumber Company
104 Maple 7S3.3161
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Strike deadline Tuesday

At the site of his first
triathlon ever, Adam
Lanning recently posted
his fifth straight win this
season by defending his
1884 age group title at
the Heart 0' Dixie
Triathlon in
Philadelphia, Miss.
Lanning, an associate
professor of sociology
and anthropology at
Murray State, won the
54-over age division by
posting a 2:34.23 time
over the course which
included a half-mile
swim, 27.5 mile bike
ride and arsevlen mile
run.
At age 55, Lanning

NEW YORK (AP) - said he would talk t.41
about to make conces.
One day before a strike Fehr today and
said sions to the clubs that
deadline, negotiators "we will meet before the
are doing well and don't
for baseball owners and strike deadline."
need it," said Fehr, who
players began today
"There won't be an called the plan "our best
with no meetings extension," Nation
al shot at breaking the
scheduled and still League player
logjam."
deadlocked on the key representative Kent
In return, Fehr said
I's-sue of salary Tekulv0 of Philadelphia
the owners had to drop
arbitration.
said. -We've been their demands for any
Commissioner Peter without a contract for
changes in the salary
Ileberroth continued to seven months - that's
arbitration procedure.
express optimism that enough of an
The owners want to inthere was time "to get extension."
crease from two years
the job done" and Lee
Both sides presented to three the amount of
MacPhail, representing proposals Sunday,
and time before a player can
the owners, said the two both were reject
ed. file for arbitration, and
sides would meet before Each side
offered to also want to ensure an
Tuesday's deadline,
moderate its stand on arbitrator could award
"If we are not in a how much money should
no more than double a
position to advise the go into the players' penplayer's old salary.
players by Tuesday sion fund - provid
ed
morning at the latest, or each side got everyt
MacPhail rejected
hing
Monday night, that wanted in salar
y Fehr's proposal without
there is an agreement, arbitration.
hearing the amount of
the players will not go to
money the union was
the ballparks Tuesday,"
The players, for the willing to give back.
Donald Fehr, head of first time since bargai
"There wasn't much
nthe Players Association, ing began in Novem
ber, sense in our asking what
said.
said they would accept It was," MacPhail said.
Fehr said he has in- less than one-third
of "What they asked for on
structed players not to network televi
sion salary arbitration was
travel after tonight's revenue for its pensio
n not something we could
games or on Tuesday fund.
accept."
morning without an
Fehr offered to save
MacPhail, president
agreement. Only a the owners "tens
and of the Player Relations
handful of Baltimore tens of millions
of Committee, proposed a
players traveled from dollars" by accepting new form
ula for
Cleveland, where they less than $60 million an- deciding
how much
played Sunday, on to nually - he did
not money should go to the
Toronto, where they specify the amount
- pension fund. The prebegin a series Tuesday. provided dye
difference sent amount is $15.5
"We are running out was "redir
ected to the million each year, and
of time," MacPhail ad- clubs that are
most MacPhail offered a new
mitted after the two disadvantaged and
need amount that would be
sides met for nearly It most."
based on how much
three hours Sunday. He
"The players are not salaries increased.

Former Murray State t'arlos Norton,
6-3, 6-4,
tennis star Barry for the Boatma
n's title
Thomas won the men's and $300 prize
money.
singles title of the Boat•
•
•
man's Open Tennis
Tournament held in
In other tennis news,
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Murray tennis pro
Mel
over the weekend.
Purcell and doubles
Thothas, who plans to partner Tracy Delatte
join the USTA pro lost in the finals of
the
satelite circuit in $100,000 tournament
in
September. defeated Stowe. Vermont.
on

Adam Lanning
Ironman Triathlete

.t.tror

Toronto
Detroit
New York
Boston
Baltimore
Milwaukee
Cleveland

67 as
so 47
56 47
56 49
53 50
45 57
34 70
West Division
California
60 44
Kansas City
56 47
Oakland
55 49
Chicago
52 49
SeatUe
49 65
Minnesota
441 56
Texas
40 64
Saturday's Games
New York 8, Chicago 4
Toronto 4. Texas 1
Detroit 9, Milwaukee 3
Seattle 6. Oakland 2
Cleveland 10. Baltimore 4
Heston 5. Kansas City 4
California 5, Minnesota 4
Sunday's Games
Detroit 7. Milwaukee 4, 1st game
Milwaukee 14, Detroit 2. 2nd game
Baltimore 5, Cleveland 4
Texas 8, Toronto 4
Chicago 4. New York 1
Boston 6. Kansas City 5. 12 innings
California 6. ?Minnesota 5
Oakland 5, Seattle 3

Pct
620
544
.544
529
515
441
327

11
12%
20
62

577
.539
529
.515
471
451
385

4
5
6%
11
13
30

GB

Monday's Games
Chicago (Bannister 5-8) at New York (Guidry 13-41.
In)
Detroit (Terrell 10-61 at Kansas City (Jackson 1041.
(n1
Seattle Beattie 4-5) at California (Witt 8-7 or
Romanick 13-4). in)
Minnesota I Butcher 8-101 at Oakland iBirtaas 7-21.
In
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore at Toronto. In)
Cleveland at New York. )fl(
Boston at Chicago, In)
Milwaukee at Texas, In'

Ulet a gooa
ogignoor,

ELECTRICITY.

Get the most
for your money.

ii.r•

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
753-5012

save on
to
chan
ce
Goodyear's Most
Last
miss
some oftires! Don't
popular annual sale!
this big
August 31!

Sale

95
New Tiempo N Radial

•

phy. Atlanta. 116
DOUBLES - Wallach. Mon.
treat, 2$.; Hernandez, New York.
24; Gwynn. San Diego, 23; Herr.
St Louis. 23. J.Clark. St.Louls. 23,
Parker. Cincinnati, 23.
TRIPLES - McGee. St.Louls.
13, Coleman. St.Louls, 9; Raines,
Montreal. 8: Samuel.
Philadelphia. 8; Gladden, San
Francisco. 6.
HOME RUNS - Guerrero. Los
Angeles. 27. Murphy, Atlanta. 27.
Horner, Atlanta, 20: J.Clark.
St.Louls. 20. Parker, Cincinnati.
20
STOLEN BASES - Coleman.
St touts. 74; Lopes, Chicago, 41.
McGee. St Louis, 41: Redus, Cincinnati. 39; Raines, Montreal, 38
PITCHING 19 decisions) Franco. Cincinnati. 9-1. 900, 2.19.
Gooden. New York. 17-3, _MO, 1 57,
Hawkins, San Diego. 14-3. 624.
2.92, Horahliser, Las Angeles, 11.3.
800. 2.42. B.Smith. Montreal, 12-4.
750. 2 SO.
STRIKEOUTS - Gooden. New
York. 179; Soto, Cincinnati, 156,
Ryan. Houston. 194; Valeroniela.
Los Angeles, 143: Darling, New
York. 117
SAVES
Reardon, Montreal.
27: Le Smith. Chicago. 33,
Clossage, SanuDiago. 111 •Power.
Cinclitriati=
111; D.11Mith, Houston.
Sutter.Marita. 17

Larry Krouse Insurance
524

-

Main

4.4400.4••••-••••0,44.04.104•444

759-9888

Arrive Radial

AE NC
oa'
ele

P8 , 033
15711
P9. 534
:9,iH4
25 515
?b 515
25111
P31 IH5

Major League Baseball Leaders
PITCHING (9 decisions) sas. Oakland, 7-2, .778, 3.29:
Guidry, New York. 13-4, .785.3.06;
Romanick, California. 13-4. .765,
3.02; Saberhagen. Kansas City.
12-5. .706. 2.85: J.Howell. Oakland.
9.4. .692. 1.96: Key, Toronto. 9-4,
692. 2.64
STRIKEOUTS - Blyleven. Minnesota, 131: Morris. Detroit, 131:
Burns, Chicago, 119: F.Bannister:
Chicago, 119; Boyd. Boston. 112.
SAVES - Quisenberry. Kansas
City, 24; J.Howell, Oakland, 22,
D.Moore. California, 21; Hernandez, Detroit, 21; Righatti. New
Y6Ar. 19
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (255 at bats) McGee, St.Louls. .347, Guerrero.
Los Angeles. 326. Herr, St.Louis.
.315; Gwynn, San Diego, .306.
Cruz, Houston, 297: Parker. Cin•
cimiati. .207
.
RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta. 84;
Coleman. St.Loule, 74: Guerrero.
LOG Angeles. 74; Raines. Montreal,
71. McGee,St.Louis, 69. Sandberg.
Chicago, 1111.
RBI - J.Clark. St Louis. 79.
Murphy. Atlanta. 78. Parker. Cincinnati. Ti, Herr, St.Louls. 78:
G Wilson. Philadelphia. 67;
Horner, Atlanta, 47
HITS - McGee. St.Louts, 131.
-- 126; - 'Hell'.
itr, Parker. Cincinnati,
Her.43arvey, San Diego 116 Mur

Ends

3 GREAT BUYS ON ALL SEASON STEEL BELTED RADIALS!

blmi
St

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING )255 at Nazi Boggs. Boaton, 364. R Henderson,
New York, 349. Brett. Kansas City
347, Lacy. Baltimore, 318.
Mattingly. New York. 316
RUNS - R Henderson. New
York. 90. Ripken, Baltimore. 75:
Whitaker. Detroit, 74, Molitor.
Milwaukee. 71, M Davis. Oakland,
68
RBI - Mattingly. New York. 85,
Murray. Baltimore. 80. Ripken.
Baltimore. 74, G.Bell. Toronto, 71,
Rice. Boston. 70
HITS - Boggs. Boston. 145, Mat.
tingly, New York. t29. Wilson.
Kansas City. In. Garcia. Toronto,
127. Whitaker. Detroit, 127
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New
York, 12; Buckner. Boston, 31.
Boggs. Boston, 30, G Walker,
Chicago. M. Cooper. Milwaukee,
25
TRIPLES - Wilson. Kansas City. 14, Butler, Cleveland. 11:
Puckett, Minnesota. to. Cooper.
Milwaukee, 8. Grill!. Oakland. 6;
P Bradley, Seattle. 6 HOME
RUNS - Fisk. Chicago, 28,
Ila Evans, Detroit, 24, G Thomas.
Nestle. 34; Presley. :Seattle. 24.
Kingman, Oakland, 22
STOLEN BASES - R.Hender.
son, New York, .50; Butler.
Cleveland _32 Pella calfornla.
-72
Wlsono. Kansas CR?. -2;,
Momby. Toronto, 26. •-• -

Earlier in the 16-man
tourney. Purcell had
been eliminated in
singles by Gene Mayer.
6-3, 6-4,

When you go shopping for major home appliances,
take along
a copy of our free brochure, Smart Buyers Use
The
EnergyGuide. It explains what the yellow -and-black
EnergyGuide labels mean and how they can help
you cut
electric costs.•
•
Smart. buyers enjoy the convenience Of today'
s efficient,
electric appliances and save money too. Call or
stop by our,
office for your free brochure and other money
-saving tips. It's
a smart move.
•

MIRO Farm is thin

Detroit at Kansas City. In)
Seattle at California. in
Minnesota at Oakland.(n )
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
WI
Pct
GB
St Loula
61 41 .598
New York
61 42 .502
Montreal
58 47
562 4%
Chicago
54 49 .524 7%
Philadelphia
48 56
444 13%
Pittsburgh
5369
324 28
West Division
Los Angeles
60 43
563
Cincinnati
55 48
534 5
San-Diego
55 50
524 6
Houston
49 56 .467 12
Atlanta
46 57
447 14
San Francisco
41 64 .390 20
Saturday's Games
New York 5, Chicago 1, 10 innings
Montreal 6. Pittsburgh 5
Los Angeles 2, Cincinnati 0
San Francisco 7, Atlanta 5
Houston 4, San Diego 3
Philadelphia 6. St. Louis 4, 10 innings
Sunday's Wales
Pittsburgh 4, Montreal 3
Atlanta 5, San Francisco 4, 10 innings
Cincinnati 5, Los Angeles 4
Philadelphia I, St. Louis 0
New York 4, Chicago 1
Houston 2, San Diego 1
Monday's Gaines
Ne Yorly Lynch 8-5) at Chicago (Sanderson
5-4 or
Gura 0-3)
Montreal (Schatseder 2-4) at Pittsburgh (Tunnel
1-71, (n1
San Diego (Hawkins 14-31 at Cincinnati McGaf•
!limn l-o).
Los Angeles (Reuss 8-7) at Atlanta I Smith 6-81,
(n)
Philadelphia (Rawley 7-6) at St Louts (Cox 12-61,
(11.1
•
San Francisco (Hammaker 3-9) at Houston (Knepper 84). In)
Tuesday's Games
New York at Montreal, (n1
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia, In)
San Diego at Cincinnati. In)
Los Angeles at Atlanta. In)
Chicago at St. Loutt.7ini
San Francisco at Houston. In)

Sunday.
Purcell and Delatte
were beaten by Tim
Wilkerson and Brad
Gilbert, 7-5. 7-6, in the
doubles championship.

Don't leave home
without this brochure

Major League Baseball Standings
Mayor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

finished 133rd out of a
Lanning has been
field of more than 400 gearing up for his sethat registered for cond trip.- to Hawaii
to
Saturday's triathlon.
compete in the
Triathlon World Cham"Last year I was hap- piOnship in October.
py just to finish in the Last year Lanning
top half. Now I'm plac- became the first -Muring in the top third and rayan to ever earn
the
sometimes in the top Title of Ironman by corn,
fourth .of these events," pleting the grueling
2.4
Lanning said this' morn- mile oceah swim, 112
ing in a telephone mile bike ride and 26.2
interview,
mile run.
"I've won my last five
triathlons and six of my
Next weekend Lannlast seven. I can't ex- ing
travels to Oak
plain why, but I'm 4idge,
Tenn.,. where
pleased with the way he'll
compete in a
things have been quarter-tri,
his 27th,
going."
triathlon in three years.

Thomas, Purcell post tennis results

SCOREBOARD
,..)
.

Se.. rIMO WI. ....."4311.
0•••<• 1PoorLovro. oi.new
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Lanning gunning for 6th straight
triathlon victory after Dixie win

Players, owners deadlocked
with no strike meetings set

For health
insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.
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WO•1111

o

536
4.5
$95
S38
S47
S7 5
5.0
$31

r'1,

8,
roli
.
,11
•
'•
- ,
11-. •,
1,
0 h
, I 11
i1 1
; , . :1

Sale Ends August 31

AE Pik
N rd
edd

SALE PRICE
No hails
weds.
.
P1'51581.1
5.0
567.05
s64
P2L1t). itifil4
S7095
P21,5 75111-1
S71
$74.90
$85
PlUb. /51115
56935
$85
P205 151115$73 75
$43
P:'15 751115
S7700
S92
f',,'5 /t4ilb
$80.45
539
P,'3,5 75R1'1
584.15
Salo Ends August 31

Vector Radial

*woman
Sias

Washmail
Sas

SAL t PRICE
No hada
weeded

'10:-,. 011h-.1i
S1:15 I .
',E•i'.-• n0h 1 3
r.l.' -5511
,,':
'''4' ').•':

$63 15
$6345
$6850
571.80

$3160
A78-13
78- 1 3
s.:.'8- 14
0 78 14
I -'8 14
F ;EL. 14
6 7H. 14

Erwyde,

$3290
•$35 20
336 40
537 20
$39 60
$4305

loYfulem,•11
54,0

H78-14
F '.9 15
F 78 15
6'8 - 15
fa ..'8- 1 5
78-,5
L''5

\. $
E..,d•r
L ow Pc•c•

14,m owl.,
S45.80
$313 75
$4 1 10
$4420
$4650
$4885

'•
4 "%
t
a l QUICK CREDIT FROM CITIBANK
ASK US ABOUT 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

b ..........,;)

You may tea° use these OLI'll., VadV% to
04oefs Club MasterCard V ma
Not ave.ianie at somelocal.oris

tIL,y

Amencao impress Call, Ii,,,,,, he
,
•
.
,

"

361%

57605
57690
S78 95
$82 60
S86 15
589 80

SAVE ON THIS LIGHT
TRUCK TIRE FAVORITE!

Power Streak II

Low P104.•
lAldh old ld•

560 15

- Sat t -NOCEPio hide

Sale Ends August 31

GOODYEAR BIAS-PLY
'
\
\

1/41,11mall
51/0

Want•aii
Sae

thectivoell
Size
G78-15.
H78-15
L78-15
800-165
875-165
950-165

Load
Range

SALE
PRICE
No lied*
needed

Tracker LT

95 ,

• The strength or :empert_,I
long wearmg nvion cora
• The aepentiaboirty 01 ruggea
bras- Dh) COnStruct,on
• use or,tront car rear- vvhee
drh.e sen(CIPs

$59.95
$65.00
$67.50
$69.95
$75.00
$7915

Sale Ends August 31

GOODkri'EAR

PRICES LIMITEO WARRANTIES AND-CREDIT TERMS SHOWN ARE AVAILABLE AT GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTER
INDEPENDENT DEALERS FOR THEIR COMPETITIVE PRICES WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS AUTO SERVICE NOT S SEE ANY OF THE BELOW LISTED
AVAILABLE AT STARRED LOCATIONS
S

- -• •

-.91*

_-

Rudolph Goadyctir
U.S. 641 S.
"Business Is Good"

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-05,5

"We Have A Winning Team - Quality, Quantify IL Price"

-a

L.,•

,
,

•

I

•

• .1
•••••••••••i in."
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

legal

Notice Of Sale
Public notice is
hereby given that the
United
States
of
America.
acting
through the Farmers
Home Administration, has for sale the
following described
real property:
A tract of land consisting of 77 acres, including a dwelling,
tobacco barn, stock
barn, corn crib and
two
grain
bins,
located approximately 10 miles east of
Benton. Kentucky, on
Highway 1364.
The property will be
sold under the following conditions.
For cash or terms of
not less than 10'
downpa.yment and not
. to exceed 25 amortized
payments
at
10.75'; annual interest
for the balance of the
purchase price. A 10',
deposit is required,
which will be promptly refunded if the offer
is not accepted.
Preference will be

1

Legal

1

Property will be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion,
sex, age, national
origin or marital
status.

1.Legal

Legal

of July, 1985.
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA
By: Ronald W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farmers Home
Administration

,Prospective buyers
may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA
1955-46, Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptance,
which are available,
along with additional
information about the
property, at
the
FmHA office located
in Murray. Kentucky
i telephone:
502'753-01621.
The Government
reserves the right to
reject any or all
offers.
Dated this 18th day

NOTICE
OF SALE
Public riotice is
hereby given that the
States of
United
acting
America,
through the Farmers
Home Administration, has for sale the
following described
real property
A tract of land consisting of 50 acres
located approximately S miles northwest of
Hardin, Kentucky,
just off Slickback
Road.
The property will be
sold under the following conditions:

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

given to a cash offer
which is at least 97%
of the highest offer requiring credit. Acceptance of any bid based
on the condition that
FmHA finance all or a
portion of the sale on
terms will be subject
to approval of the bidcredit
der's
by
FmHA

.a.

4.A

C

jr

c 19135

For cash or terms of
not less than 10%
downpayment and not
to exceed 25 amortized
payments
at
10.75'; annual interest
for the balance of the
purchase price. A 10%
deposit is required,
which will be promptly refunded if the offer
is not accepted.
Preference will be
given to a cash offer
which is at least 97';
of the highest offer requiring credit. Acceptance of any bid based
on the condition that
FmHA finance all or a
portion of the sale on
terms will be subject
to approval of the bidcredit
der's
by
FmHA.

.ersal F',ess Syncl.cate

"To the death, Carlson! Hang on to the death!"

I FEEL SO
DISORGANIZED

MAYBE_ YOU
SPOULD MAKE111
A LIST OF
T1-I I NG6 YOU GOOD
KEEP TO CO
IDEA

The Government
reserves the right 'to
reject any or all
offers.
Dated this 30th day
of July, 1985.
United States
Of Anierica
By: Ronald
W. Nelson
County Supervisor
Farjners Wane
Administration
2.Notice
LOSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50.
753-0658. Closed Wed,

NO CREDIT
CHECK!
••LIMITED OFFER MC, VISA''

4*.

•

America's
Newest
Party Plan
Christmas around
the world, hiring
home makers to
demonstrate
Christmas decorations. Good pay. Can
earn at least '8 an
hour, 12 weeks,
part-time. Free '300
Kit. No investment.
No collecting. No
delivery. Call Carlene
Lovell,
502-333-6951 or
write Rt. 1, Sturgis,
Ky. 42459.

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
our
in
be
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.
Old, Pont Cad -Buick

oRGaNiz_eci

5. Lost and Found
FEMALE poodle,
brown/greyish color,
lost around 12th St.
Reward offered. Call
753-0659.

to,

i.
9. Situation Wanted

•-•••••r
...•-•

LOOK WHAT YOU
DID TO THAT
CHAIR,GARFIELD.
YOU'RE TOO FAT

1

I AM NOT TOO FAT.
THEY JUST PONT
MAKE CHAIRS INE
WAY THEY OSEDTO

THEY DON'T MAKE
DOORS THE WAY THEY
USED TO EITHER

1PfliFeift
11

1tr iiI
h

ogel.

Imftrir
,985.Unded Feature Synd.cate Inc

BEETLE!

BEETLE!

SARGE
HAS A
01•JETRACK
MIND

KEEPING
TRACK
OF ME:

BOOKKEEPING a f
home, accounts receivable, acc-ounts
payable, for small business. 527-.8432 after
5p.m.
EXPERIENCED day
care worker will do
baby sitting for working
mother, infant up to 5
years,
6:30a.m.-5:30p.m. 7591489.
FARM manager job or
partnership for 1986. 25
years experience crops
& livestock 1-235-5027.
TWO people will clean
houses, $4 ea. an hour.
Call 437-4750, 437-4741.
WILL do babysitting
day- or rUgth in town, .
reasonable rates. Call
759-1835.
WILL sit with elderly 1
nights a week. Good references. Phone 753-4590.

6. Help Wanted

Aoff
wistr-ee
T..7F.4

,

yfig,IT'S A
450E5 OYER BOARO WITH
AVZ.VVIILKERf4t

LOCK ,
JOUR DOORSTAY INSIDE UNTIL
8.'
WE FIN 19141 7}415

v„e

‘141"-;'.

atewardesses and
ground crew positions
available. Call 1-819-5651657 for details. 2,4hrs.

Call 753-0576 after
4:30p.m.

r-ATT-1-777-xr=

15. Articles for Sale

WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/experience /no
sales., Details send sell
addressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332
3418 Enterprise Rd . Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 334s ....

REARCAT 100 Scanner.
16 channel prograrnable.
hand held with Meads and
charger; $200; call 4354575 after 5 pm
19. Farm

elderly lady, room/board free. No
housework. Call 7532770.
SPEECH-LANGUAGB
PATHOLOGIST. Full
time Rosition with
National Health Corporation in Glascow,
Ky. Provide diagnostics
8r therapy in one skilled
nursing facility & out
patient clinic. Will consider CFY/SP or
CCC/SP. For further
Information call Dale
Sandusky, MA, CC/SP,
Regional Coordinator,
Communication Disorders Serices, National
Health Corp. 901-4659861 or write to National
Health corp. Inc. of
Summerville, Health
Care Center, P.O.
Drawer -D. SummerivIle, Tn. 38068.

20, Sports Equipment
30-30 WINCHESTER
model 1894. 12 gauge
double barrel LC Smith.
Both collectors. 1000
each or best offer. See
Mark at Creative
Printers.
2 PAIR white band
shoes, size 8- $5, size 5 or
6- $2. Ludwig Snare
drum & case, good
condition, $150. See at
1400 Vine. 753-4783.
GET a Horse- Wheel
Horse of Course. We
have a few new Wheel
Horse mowers in stock
at special close out
prices! See Keith at
Stokes Tractor.
753-1319.
AUGUST clearanee
sale. Used riding
mowers- 8 HP Sears, 11
HP Gilson, 154 Cub
Lo-Boy, 12 HP M-F, 10
HP J-D, 7 HP Snapper.
All the above at special
discount prices. See
Keith at Stokes Tractor753-1319.
OAK & Hickory
firewood, $27.50 rick
delivered. Call 436-2778.

Waiter, Waitress,
Bartender
Day or Night
Phone for appointment. Ask for
Terry Edmiston.
901-247-5701
12 p.m.-6 p.m.
Terry's One Stop

REGULAR part-time
production help needed
Minimum wage and up
Kentucky Candy Co.,
753-4953. .
SALES position with
Thorobred Computer &
Software Systems
marketing office
automation systems to
specific client types
computer experience
helpful. Send or bring
resume to 314 Main,
Murray, Ky. 753-7733.
SECRETARIAL/
clerical. Established
Paris, Tn. Co. seeking
highly Motivated individual to assist in
purchasiag dept.
Secretarial/clerical
skills required, computer programming/
word processing a
must. Experience with
overseas Chipping &
r customs helpfull.
1. Qualified applicants
i only. EOE. Send reKane to P.O. Box 1059.
Paris Tri 88242 Attn
n
Pur VgiN
e tr
t•
-w
basic boolfeeping
knowledge and general
office procedures, 9.3
five days week. Apply
at Murray Mold & Die
Co. Industrial Road
8a.m.42 noon only.

22. Musical
kIMBALL pianos &
organs. Check our
prices before you buy.
Thurman Furniture, 208
Main St. Murray 7534834.

10. Business Opportunity
SATALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night. 901-4792306.

24. Miscellaneous
1- .GT- 1600 16 HP Twin
Cly. 48" cut Wheel
Horse, one year old,
unreal savings. See at
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
-I NEW A-81 Wheel
Horse Demo- still with
warranty. Save a
bunch. See Keith at
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.

OPEN A BEAUTIFUL
JEANS, Ladies SportDress,
sweaj,
ChrdrenS, Large ,Size,
Petite, Maternity or
combination store

WHIRLPOOL

$19,975 complete.
Top Brands! Free
brochure. Serious incall
quirers •
1-404-469-4438.

12

Air Conditioners
5,000 B.T.U.
$4.00 Per Week
10,000 B.T.U.
$6.50 Per Week
18,000 B.T.U.
$8.25 Per Week
25,000 B.T.U.
$10.75 Per Week
(With Approved
Credit)

Insurance

INSURANCE
SALES
CAREER

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th
753-0595

Financial
Help-Vested
Renewals-Training
Contact Sharon
(502)781-7270
Mon.-Fri.
8:30-12:00

FOLARCRAFT John
boat tilt trailer. 25
Johnson. Honda MB-5
motorcycle. Good used
trucks. Will trade. 7539872.
RAILROAD ties, 1
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753-2905 or 435-4343.
TO-Hoe Rear Tine
Tillers going at close
out prices Absolute Net
Cost, 5 HP and 8 HP.
Check our price before
you buy for fall use! See
at Stokes Tractor 7531319.
SALE! 10th anniver•
sgiry, storewide, 10%
discount all items.
Limited time only.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.

14. Want to Buy
WANTED: elearonic
junk CB's, computers,
amps, satellite receivers. LNA transmitters, radio's, etc.
Jo's Palace.

WANT TO BUY
Fullsize bed & twin
bed with box springs
& mattresses. Must
be clean. Also, good
30" Harvest gold
electric range & good
2 door frost free
refrigerator. Phone
753-5865
days,
753-5108 after 5:30
p.m.
ONE twin size Foam
mattress and box springs,
one recliner chair, One
Kenmore delux dishwasher. Call 759-4029.
WAIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
W
LPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. only *SAO per
k
h

16. Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 7534586

Equipment

'NOUSE by owner and 60
acres. Approx. 6 miles
North of Murray. Farm
Equipment. Call 7532695.
'IRRIGATION equipment. A cloud burst
traveling gun, 660 ft.
with 41/2" holes. 1250
ft. 6" aluminum pitie,
413 Chrysler industrial
pumping unit set-up
with propane & safety
gauges. Also used 4 & 5
inch aluminum pipe,
Mark 33 EZ Rain, Ford
6 cylinder pumping unit
with BOrkley pump.
435-4237.
RED Belly Ford, plow,
disc, cultivators, bush
hog. Call 753-9565.

1=13=777---- suini.une
with electrical & plumbing license interested
in sublabor on an apartment job. If interested
contact Sammy Robins
with Construction Services, Milan, Tn.
901-686-8307.
ORGANIST needed for
both 8am & ilam Sunday Church Services, to
apply call 753-3876 from
Sam-12pm.

Kat-Man Doo Club

THING5
DODO
I. GeT

now nixing. 4 PIECE living room
Reservationista, suite, earth tone. $325.
tB

7FIGIETIRE-M-gUY-TriTE

Reciev•• MasterCard or Vise
credit card regardless of your
Deft credit history. or present
marital status
(No Savings
Account Required!!I

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)

16. Home • Furnishings

6. Help .Wanted
Al

Offers for purchase
of property will be
sealed bids, and opening of bids will be
public. Bids will be
opened at the FmHA
office, Murray, Kentucky, on August 22,
1985, at 2:00 p.m.
Property will be
sold without regard to
race, color, religion,
sex, age, national
origin or marital
status.

WERE'MALLIE5. WE
LIKE TO i4AN6 AROUND
WITI4 THE OTHER MALLIE5 .

.A.,HERE ARE YOU
6iR,5 60IN6 7

2 .Notit e•

Prospective buyers
may inspect the property by appointment.
Bids will be accepted
only on Form FmHA
1955-46, Invitation, Bid
and
Acceptance,
which are available,
along with additional
information about the
property, 'at
the
FmHA office located
in Walnut Plaza, Fifth
and Walnut Streets,
Murray, Kentucky
I telephone:
502/753-0162 1.

ea•

Offers for purchase
of property will 'be
sealed bids, and opening of bids will be
public. Bids will be
opened at the FmHA
office, 104 North Fifth
Street, Murray, Kentucky. on August 15t.
1985. at 2:00 p.m

Mray Ledger itr Times

SEAR
best electric
chain saw, 14" bar, quiet,
used little, $75. Ashley
Wood Stove with brown
stand off jacket, 38x21,
$50. Call 435-4575.
SEASONED firewoodoak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
Dill Electric for
used air conditioners,
new & used electric
motors, .motor rewinding & repair. We also
buy used air conditioners. 753-9104.
3 wood- in at.
...Les
111111110P 4_7
delivered. 901-584-3306
_after 7p.M.
11Camden, Tn.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 Week.
06e
ltuc
61oph Goodyear, 753-

grE-

.40
.
011111.11.11•11P

4
e•eiiiir•

-

38

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1 0x30 1 BR mobile
home, needs repair.
$1200. Small pull camper, $600. 2- 100 amp
service poles, $100 each
or best offer on all
above. Call 753-8780.
1 BR double -wide near
Ky. Lake at Hamlin.
Ky. Call 753-8964 leave
message anytime.
TRAILER for sale.
12x60, see Brandon Dills
Trailer Court. 753-9104.

JI

9(

28, Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.

4(

ATT

30. Business Rentals

489
chs

Stow-A-Way
Mini warehouses
under
new
management.

Creekview
Self Storage
Temporary No.
247-3538
Anyone previously on
waiting list or needing
,storage please call
31. Want to Rent
Mho professor St family
seeking nice 4 BR. 2
bath home. Will consider large 3 BR home.
753-4173.
RETIRED couple wants
to rent nice 3 bedroom
house. moderately
priced. Call 753-0656.
WANTED middle age
person to share large
furnished house with 50
year old male teacher
untill November. $20 per
week plus share electric
and phone. Reply to P.O.
Box 2450, University Station. Murray Ky 42071.
32. Apts for Rent
1 & 2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762-6650, or 4362844.
1 & 2 BR furiilshed
apartments, lease &
deposit, aduls, no pets.
Call-753-9208 after 4p.m.
1 BR apt. for rent. Stove
& refrigerator furnished, gas stove/heat,
$125 deposit, $125 rent.
Call 759-9205 before
11a.m. or after 8p.m.
I BR furnshea Apt.,
$145. call 753-3949
FURNISHED, extra
nice, large 3 room apt.
Near Hospital & University. Couple or
graduate student
preferred. Heat & water
furnished. No pets or
children. Private. 7538756 or 753-3415.

Extra nice furnished apt. for 3 or 4
college girls, next
to Granny's Porch
Restaurant.
753-5865 Days.
753-5108
After 5:30 and on
Sunday.
ONE bedroom Apartment, furnished, adjoining college. Call 753-3134.
ONE bedroom apartment for rent in Pano rama Shores,
lakeview, fireplace
Partially furnished
Lease, deposit reqsrlred.
No children or pets.
436-2484.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply FIllIdale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing

2pportunity.
TBREE bedroom. Close
to MSU. $325 per month.
Call 753-3006.
33. Rooms for Rent
ROOMS for girls or
boys near university.
Call 753-8146 or 758-9894
34. Houses for Rent
2 BR house, newly
redecorated, couples
preferred. No pets. Call
753-2987.
BR, 2 bath, 2 car
garage, central air, gas
heat.. Camelot subdivision. Rent $425 plus
deposit. Available Aug.
10th. 753-8428 or 442-0288
evenings.
1 BR brick home with
carort, appliances,
washer/dryer hook-up.
$325 a m•nth plus
deposit & lease required. 759-1503.
TWO bedroom, appliances, washer and dryer,
furnished, low utilities.
Call 759-1251.
1.5x60 BUILDING. ideal
for service 'business.
Call 489-2761 after 6p.m.
t s - u p p i ui
171-1,
o
home,as sSe tt
I
•
u les. Call 756973-3.
-Ple3
n eliWusnce:-spade, declawed, $50
Call 753-0807
SHETLAND Sheepdogs, (Toy Collies!,.
AKC registered, sable &
white, w/pedigree. Pit
502-354-8211
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THE MURRAY LEDGER &
TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
38. Pets-Supplies

Tropical Fish
Birds
Small Animals

Pet Pen
1 101 Story
759-1322

.4

641 S. turn east at
Jerry's Restaurant
go 1 block.

40. Produce
APPLES

for

sale.

489-2467, Tucker
chards Landfill road.

Call
Or-

41. Public Sales
ANTIQUE & Collectables
Market, Cape Girardeau
Arena Building Sunday
Aug 11, 9 am - 4 pm.
featuring wicker repair,
dolls, jewelry, coins,
glassware, paper. 314-3345153.

43. Real Estate

BANK

of Murray & Fm
B.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray-CalloWay Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.

753-8146

or

Ron

Talent

753-9894.
CHOICE

35

Acres lake
front property on main
body of lake. Over 600
feet of water frontage,
long black top road
access (Ky. 19181
Southeast of Murray
near

Pine Bluff. Suitable for resort, motel or
super home sites.
Priced under $2000 per
acre. Terms available
Ken Shores Estates
753-7531.
ROE'PERUD

Realty
offet.s and excellent
selection of quality
homes

with over 200
properties currently offered for sale. For all
your Real Estate needs
phone 753-1222, or visit
our office at 711 Main.

43. Real Estate.

45. Farms for Sale
ACRES in Calloway
County. 3 miles from
Dexter & 8 miles N. of
Murray on 2000 ft. of

For Sale By
WILSON REALTY
1. 3 Bedroom brick.
large garden space,
central heat & air, on
121 S.
2. 2 Bedroom frame.
basement meallake.
3. Commisrcleel lot
with 3 residential
houses, In city.
4. Real good starter
home In Hardin. Priced right.
5. 2 Plots near lake.
Ideal for building.
6. 13 Acres in city
with
established
business.
7. Apt. complex now
on the plus side.
8. 8 Room brick 2
blocks
from
courthouse.
9. 6 Room frame in
the better part of
city.
10. On S. ash. s..
what this property
has for less than
$50,000.
11. 7 Room custom
built home on Green
Plain Rood.
12.
Another
3
bedroom, central
heat & air on 121
South.
13. Mobile home with
storage, Y
.mile from
lake.
14. FOR YOUR FMHA
PROPERTY CONTACT
US.

reasonable
926-2798.

offer.

ACRES in Cherry
Corner area, rid

homes, both in the city
& in the county. Priced
in the 30's & 40's. Phone

See
call

more details on
quality homes
753-1222.

LET

NEW

3 BR, 2 bath
houses priced in 60's.
Must see to appreciate.
Can secure financing
for qualified buyer. Call
753-3903 after 4:30.

Jobs

Realtors,
B.J. 753-1492.

BEDROliW
located

assfir-Fru

house
Panorama

ask

NEAR Hardin, 3 BR, 11/2
bath, brick, 2 car. attached garage, 15x24
swimming pool, central
heat & air . on 71/2

at
Shores. Lot

size
Must sell, $27,
500. Call 753-6531.

90'x150'.

$53,500. Phone
Gingerwood Realty 502362-8948.

building. Call 489-2737.

Ranch Style Brick
10

ASSUMABLE. Completely remodeled 3/4
BR brick, gas/heat.

acres

2300 sq. ft. 2 car gar.

PRICE

9898.

town,

Subd. $43,500.

Call

753-

double carport &
storage area, large

302 N. 12th
Phone
753-3263
Home
753-5086

OR sale by owner, /
BR house with large lot
Priced to sell, $16,000.
Call 753-5477.
FOR sale or lease with
option, extra sharp lake
subdi'vision. 2 BR,
fireplace, carport, outside

storage, large lot.
10 miles from Murray.
759-4964 after 6p.m.

REE15
nove. 11R07
ce
Reduced

HOUSE

and

.
.1

For turthor inforhation, contact

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer

Off 239

400

University Street
thaalilViN ALEXANDER
5101-456/1

AUCTION SALES
cru

Phone 587-4244

TERRY OLIVER
3644700
..•. :to %OW/ 085 C.A05I0 Mont 04.,8, r

Lic No 87. Han Lk No 10?
Merlin, Tennessee 31237
WENDELL ALFIIANDER
31141-71133

TO
'
4

Az

...or•5'i
•

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689

fessional

tree

jab- specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing. fencing. You

for all details.

1979

JAMES Cole Remodeling & Painting. Call
after- 5p.m. 1-502-4365405.

this

miles

reduced

again
brick home & 5
located

11/2
town. In-

from

cludes large workshop
building, stable & fen-

very

DATSUN 280 ZX;
very sharp, silver with
black interior. Best
offer. Call 753-8823.

1978 Honda 750-K. Good
condition $500. also 1981
Yamaha 750, Virago, 2,
600 miles $1,650. Excellent condition. Call 7536082.

J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing

753-6870.

timber. Call 753-7528.

1980

MITCHELL Paving.
Sealing striping, repair
& complete asphalt

OLDSMOBILE

Delta 88 Royale, ps, pb,
air, tilt, cruise. Call
759-9336.

BONDA 70 3-wheeler,
$250. Ludwig Snare
drum with case, $125.
Call 759-9515.
open! Discount
prices. Dependable
Motorcycle

Parts & Serivce, 3 miles
North of Murray on
641. Open

lp.m.- 9p.m., except
Wed.- Sat. 9a.m.-5p.m.,
closed Sunday. Call
759- 1919. Clip this AD,
good for 1 free gift with
any purchase.

installation. All jobs,
large & small. Call
753-1537.

1980

OLDS Cutlass
Supreme, 350 V-8, extra
clean, extra sharp. Call
436-&462.

Wedding

753-8298
CARTER STUDIO

Trucks

1972 DODGE long wheel
base, 6 cylinder with pa,
pb. Call 753-3785 after

economical.
901-642-3720.

Like
as

new.

1074 FORD window van,
cyc. stick shift.. Call

6

1977 JEEP CJ5 hardtop,
304, nice wheels and
tires, excellent condition, $3500. 753-9535.
1984

CFIEVY

3/4 "ton

4x4, 10,000 miles, ps, pb,
air, like new, some
warranty left. $10,000.
Call 492-8824.

JOINER'S

complete
service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
tree

removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and
P one 753-7203.

CHEVROLET Van.
sliding door, 6 cylinder,
automatic. Call

to

1

owner.

sell,

$8,975.

NICE

1980

FORD
pickup, $2250.
Also, 1957 Chevrolet
car. $850. Call 489-2595.

*Boxing
*Farming
*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

Courier

5 1. Campers
SOUTHWIND mohome, 32 ft., 39,000
miles, has private BR &
will sleep 7-8 people.

Call after 6p.m. 502-3288546.

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

L'OLEMAN pop-up camper, air conditioner.

1-619-565-1522 for your
directory to purchase. 24
hours..

Industrial Drive
Murray, KY
Phone 759-1099

52. Boats-Motors

cutest

POR

753-4921.
CARS
'
$200. Trucks, $150.
now at local Goverment
Sales. Call (Refundable)

sale- the
little houseboat on Kentucky Lake. 33 foot
Seagoing with large
front deck, 4 cyl. Volvo
engine, air, shower.

r

GOOD cheap used cars.
Vinyl Tops. 7539872.
WRECKED 1975 AMC
Gewmlin, best offer.
Call 753-6716.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 322.40
Opened
Today
324.20
Up
1.80

hi

JERRY ATKIlyS,& ASSOC.
a.

IFo-merly Atkins Gutter Service
& Circle A Fencing)
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Aluminum & Vinyl 6iding,
Soffit & Trim Work,
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
'Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures

residential, Free es
timates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987

Painting
Interior & exterior,
quality work. Competitive prices Insured
Over 16 years experience. Call Ralph
Worley 759-1050.

.7--,•16••••

FENCING
Chain Link."Split Rail•Farm•Privacy

Financing Available Phone 753-8407

Kentucky

mainten

roofing, painting
yrs. experience.
Free estimates. Call
474-2330.
SEWING Machine Repair, All makes and'
models. industrial, home
and bag closing machines
40 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
ance,

etc. 20

Central Insurance Companies

OFFERING:
Automobile
Homeowners
Fire
Life
•Tam
•Universal Life
•Guaranted Issue
For Free Analysis & Quotes Senior Citizens
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRA s

Call
Ir. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Guaranteed Repair
Service
On Car & Home Stereo
World of Sound
222 S. 12th
7%3-5865

.5.V.M.MER is here.
Bring your mowers
(riding & push), tillers,
chain saws, small en
gines and welding to
Moody's Repair for
their tune up and overhaul. Cherry Corner
Road, 753-5668. Free
pickup & delivery Work
Guaranteed.
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard
work. Experienced.
Free estimates. Call
436-2690.

NABISCO
Snack Products
(2) Routes for sell in this area by
National Distributor. Service Select
Company established accounts.
10-12 hours per week. No special
vehicle needed. Earning potential
of $250-$450 per week. Requires
$10,000 cash investment, per
route. We offer continued
assistance, product promotion and
group insurance. Send address,
phone no. and references to Box
1040 this Newspaper.

Dial-A-Service

radios, tape player,
sale or trade. 1971 excellent condition.
Dodge Dart, AC, PS, Under $10,000. See at
AM-FM cassette, new Town & Country Marina
or 618-524-2533.
360 motor, headers
camshaft, dual exhaust SAILBOAT for sale. San
and radial tires. 753- Juan 21 boat, motor,
7161.
trailer main JIB, $3500.
VO

Rick's

repair.

FARM
LUMBER

753-2521.

$1000. 14 Ft. Quachita
Z28 CAMARO, Aluminum Jon Boat, 820a.
charcoal gray, T-top. Call after 5p.m. 753-3273.
tilt, cruise. Excellent

condition.

COMPETITIVE MIMI Orme Sy & Soo Our 016May

'77

1983

Priced

•
•
505.10 WOOD CABINETS &
f XPI RIF NCI
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry•
COUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •

•
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
•
••5••••••••••••••9 obeli

PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or

GENERAL

6p.m.

1979

1980 X-11 Citation
Chevy, AM-FM cassette, air, full power,

•
111

GENERAL maintenance,
roofing, painting etc. 20
yrs. experience. Free es
timates. Call 474-2330.

300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
1 North 3rd Entrance

tor

49. Used Cars

WOODWORKING

Photography

759-9512 or 753-0386.

1983 YAMAHA YZ80,
low
mileage, excellent
condition, $475 firm.
Call 753-5755.

free

1979 MAZDA GLC Hatchback, excellent condition, 65,000. $1750.

50. Used

47. Motorcycles

Sears

CUSTOM

OW it
:
11 1 VI ARS

2868.

PRICE

1

ft,

name it. I do it. Yo
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 43"

Free Estimates
759-1983

cassette.

Ky.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

ODD

GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your

arn-fm

Paducah,

42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do bush hogging.
Call 753-8590.
WILL haul while rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masenary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.

Onmys

care

ing bills. Call
753-2310 for
estimate.

windows,

completely

753-0338.

280ZX 2 plus 2 gold,
good condition.
Call 753-3583 or 753-0195

Hwyq

Lounge Equipment & Fixtures &D.J. Equipment: Peavy sound system ii,/PA700S
steno amp mixer: Altec 1220 10-channel mixing board: 3 record turn-tables; 4 stacking speakers wihorms: 2 large cabinet speakers: Peavy commercial series C8400
steno power amplifiers; moniters; Adcom power amps GFA1 : 2 small spakers; mike
stand, cord box, extra speaker & accessories. Kitchen Equipment; Southbend gess
grill & stove combination grill w/automatic heads; 2'x17' fire ext system: Castle
stainless steel charcoal grill i 30x36''); 2 Vulcan floor model deep fryers; Hobart
stainless steel dishwasher: Silver King stainless steel refrigerator k sandwich
makeupbar; Aerohot 6-compartment steam table: Blodgett pizza oven: Eagle
stainless steel 3-compartment kitchen sink w/power head; 2 Sanyo microwave ovens;
2 Glide meat slicers: 1 food chopper: toaster; upright freezer; Cheat freezer:
refrigerator; full line of plates, pots, pans & cooking utensils. Terms: 206 down, day
of sale, balance due within 30 days. Property will sell on an absolute basis subject
to the delivery of a free and clear deed and release of all liens. Order of sale: Personal property -9:30 A.M.... Farm - 12:00 Noon... Restaurant Equipment a Fixtures
iPnryear) • 2:09 P.M.... Restaurant Building Rah avunethavb' Maiming eiluiPinsig:
This prime piece of property Is located In Tennessi4 near the Kentucky line. The ad_. Joining county 91,EAntaicky is•dry county. iii. convenient te Murray and Murra4
1 State UnIversIttielt bait lilt Ctifintfiteet ofispprezlniatelintltisURISNlis. Fist' more
infonnadon.contact: Tommy Moody • Moody Realty Company • 414 Tyson St.. Paris.
TN:_fellesielepbtme.A9414-461-51111Li oats ett.4801tUdght
'
--' - -

*FREE ESTIMATES*

prun-

farm land. Offered

75
of

409A,

WALLPAPERING

Nrrtirs-ww
,-your
Topping,

Work

guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, BOX

JIM DA*
PAINTING
753-3716

Excellent
condition. 435-4597 after
6p.m.

BR

dry.

ing, shaping. complete
removal and more. Call
BOVE 'R'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro-

Aluminum
Service Co.

REMOVAL

New homes,
Renovations.
All types repairs
759-4614

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

service.

PUBLIC AUCTIONS
•
I Auctions...Same Day- !Saturday. August 10. 19115 9:39 A.M. & 2:90 P.M. .
Ailexander Real Estate & Auction Sales and Moody Realty Company have been commissioned
by °thin. S. Jetteres to sell at public auction his farm and personal property, and the
I.& 5 Lounge.
including all equipment and fixtures inside. Paris, Tennessee. 1411.5.1- Acres..Selling On
An Absolute Itaaes..0ttered in 8 Tracts Sale will be held on the farm located 6 miles south of Paris
on
Fire Tower Road. go 5 8 miles south of Paris toward Huntingdon on Hwy 077 and
turn right onto
Fire Tower Road toward Henry Go 1 1 mile to gravel drive and turn right Go 3110 mile
to south
edge of farm. Turn off Parts.McKenzie Hwy 179 in Henry. TN on Fire Tower Road toward Mansfield
and go 6.4 miles and turn left on gravel road. Deer Hunter's Delight This farm offers excellent
opportunitiesfor prime deer hunting and small game hunting. Sveral large bucks
were harvested
on the-fat
:in last year. Do not Mali this opportunity to come and buy one or more tracts to
have
your own private retreat or hunting preserve. Tract 1: House and approximately 15
acres of land.
Improvements include remodeled 2 bedroom frame house, modern kitchen with custom
oak
cabinets. epacious, carpeted living room with exposed huged log separating the paneled
kitchen
area: fully carpeted, panelled bedrooms, bath with molded fiberglass tub and shower combination with antique type sink. Outside improvements consist of a well, storage building.
mobile home
hookup, t v tower. antenna. & older barn_ Tract 2: 5003. - Acres with mobile home hookup,
septic tank, service pole. & frame barn; fenced and cross•fenced with open pasture land
& some rolling woods land Tract 3: 24.7* ..•- Acres of rolling Woodland that has had the timber cut over
and
has a large open field area that would make an excellent home site. Tract 1: 50.0 v..'•
Acres-rolling
woods tract that has had the timber cut. The farm is Surrounded by Westvaco timberland
and
Replogle timberland on two sides. Owner and sale managers reserve the right to combine
any and
all tracts or make any combinations thereof. Furniture: 4-pc bedroom suite w r rpatching
hp lamps.
modern okk desk w/glass top & chair; glass front chink cabinet. living room soft;
marble top coffee table wimatching marble top end tables; Turtle top lamp table; depression era
dining table
& china cabinet; 6 dining chairs; turtle top lamp table; wardrobe; tredle sewing
machine, wood
book case, cedar chest, lamp table; Hammonds mantle clock; Whirlpool microwave;
2 Whirlpool
110 air conditioners, New Brunswick gas stove. Whirlpool refrigerator %vice maker,
half bed
w:bookcase ; recliner. 4 bar stools; cabinet bar; horse collar & hams
wimirror; oak hand cranked
victrola, hand painted lamps, milk can, little wicker stool: baskets; pictures; many
knic.knacks,
misc. glassware, miscellaneous
PBULIC At'CTION OF THE I. & 5 1.01.'5GE & RESTAURANT
Saturday. Aligust II. 19115 5:60 P.M. PURVEAR, TENNESSEE
Sale will be held on the property located an 541 N. between Puryear and Murray.
Ky. 10 miles
south of Murray. Ill miles north of Paris. and IN* miles north of Puryear. Watch for
sale arrows!!!.
Modern lounge & restaurapt building containing 6300 sq. ft. selling at absouite auction. - Lounge,
kitchen equipment and fixtures will be offered separate, as a complete unit, and also combined
with real estate This business is presently in operation 6 days a week Iron 12-00 noon to 12'00
midnight and will continue to operate through the sale.
This building was constructed in 1981 and is a metal free span Meanie brandisuildIng with.
metal
& stone front Dimensions are 508120' with a 20816' extensialn Interior of the building is
nicely
decorated with pannelled IC walls and a drop in and concrete floor. The panelling is fire rated
and
there is 8" of insulation The building is divided into two separate lounge areas. Each is full equipped with 24' padded bar plus back bars and direct taps into the 16x24' walk-in cooler and kitchen
area. The main bar features a built-up dance fleet. 16x20' bandstand. 10x16" D .1 booth, plus seating
area for booths and tables. pool tables, electronic games: and pin ball machines The other bar
consists of a 24' padded bar, back bar. two storage rooms. & drive-in window The building is heated
and cooled by five 5 ton gas packed units with air conditioning Heated by natural gas Men &
women
bath facilities for each bar, plus kitchen and office area i acre lot with 1049 feet of highway
frontage and large gravel parking area and gravel street around the building for drive through
service Private flub License: Mr Oddle Jeffers has a Tennessee non-profit Charter named
Henry
County Campers Association This charter was issued by the State of Tennessee on Dec 21. 1978,
and was filed and registered in the Henry County Court House in Deed Book 155. Page 824-1426.
This
charter has had several hundred members It will not be auctioned off but is available for purchase if you purchase the property Additional Improvements: 16820' barbeque pit building with
two 15' pits Lotmge-Equipment & Fixtures: 50 24"x24" round tables w /metal
base. National electronic cash register. 8 24-x30" tables. 2-door upright reach-in box w•glans front_ 6 booths.
9 bar
stools. 300 stacking metal ehatrs. railroad signal lights &._pole. 48 wood chairs w
curved back &
padded seat; stainless steel ice bend w mixer head. 3 Vulcan 4-doors' beverage boxes,
2 frost
temp ice machine 100 lb capacity 1. 2 Sharp electonic cash registers. 2 3-compartment stainless
steel bar sinks.

control, cruise
power windows
& seats, 53,000 mi.
Excellent condition.

53. Services Offered

ROOFING, Plumbing,
SERVICE. Tired of
Siding, Additions,
unsightly stumps and
Painting, General Car
mowing around them?
pentry. P.A. Molony Co
We can emove any
stump and leave a fresh 7 5 3 8 6 2 8 . Free
Estimates.
seed bed with no dam
age to surrounding
lean. Larry Wood ,753 TREE work Complete
removal, topping, tri
0211.
mming & stumps re moved. Insured. Call
753-0211.
PAINTING
WE i-B-ASOVIEN I rICT
make wet basements
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Ross
Construction

trees?

climate

1978

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cool-

port, grape vines and
berries vines. Price
$22,000. Phone 492-8492.

nights 474-2276

control,

$2800. Call 753-4921.

driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations. 25 years
experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-54713

power

Now

room,

TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973.

CHRYSLER
Newport, PS, P13,

concrete,

specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.

lots. 3 BR, dining
kitchen, living
room and utility room. 2
storage buildings, cartwo

15

years exCarpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing. siding. NO JOB

1978

3

ced area for horses.
patio, double concrete.
Offered at $33,000. Owdriveway., central air,
ner says make offer.
storm doors & windows.
redecorated.. 7P8h3o4222
Phone Kopperud Realty
Recently
I.,,ocated near MSU.
PRIVACY. 31/2 acres,
Dishwasher, garbage
3 miles west. 3 BR older
disposal, refrigerator
house completely re all included. Asking
done. Rustic. 30's. Col845,000 will consider
9
e8
m
98
ad Real Estate 753owner financing. Call
753-3807 or 753-8477.

---t•rummmemp••w•-•-•••••‘

REPAIR.

HOME

perience.

ing overseas, $1800. Call
759-9212.

type
masonry
work, block, brick, STUMP

sales

GENERAL

1978 BUICK Century
station wagon, 305 cubic
inch, loaded, good condition. Must sell, mov-

$20,006

on
southwest

acres

13

ALL

PONTIAC Trans
AM, 54,000 actual miles,
automatic with ps, pb,

acres

with

reduced

on this quality
home situated

on

r7TRA nice 3 BR home

Call 759-9960.

FORD Granada,
excellent condition,

now
at $95,000. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222

9706.

WILSON
REALTY

Spit
condition.

good

Rt

at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

197t

several barns &
out buildings on property & good productive

age, deck, spacious lot.
Located 3.5 miles S. on
121 in Fairview Acres

1.ENCE

1357.

753-4160

a duplex, live in
one side rent the other.
Get a tax break. Coleman Real Estate 753-

1lY owner, 3 BR brick
ranch, central heat/air, wb fireplace, gar-

Phone 502-382-2689,
1, Sedalia.

$79,500

753-9898.

rtUY

painting, plumbing, interior or exterior.

TRIUMPH

Fire,

etc. Earl
354-6956 or 753-

McClure construction
roofing,

1978 COUGAR XR-7,
very clean, excellent
condition, $2500. Call 759.

for horses. 3 BR, 2B,

fireplace, garden
spot. Only $4500 down.
Coleman Real Estate

Lovett,

Must sell. 436-2879.

3 miles E.

Pond & woods. Pasture

Also,

frigerators,

1978 NOVA. ps, pb, air,
automatic. Ask for
Mark at Creative
Printers.

19i'7

acres,

BR, 11/2 bath, brick
on 31/2 acres, fenced
pasture, orchard, garden spot, 2 block dirt-

762-4064.

good condition. 492-8613

for

REPAIR:
authorized for

Factory

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

APPLIANCE

1974 DODGE 4-door,
excellent condition, air.
Runs good, $637.
Call

steering, tilt & cruise,
350 transmission. Real

owner
with your down payment! Live in this 3 BR
home with full basement. Priced in the 30's.
Call Century 21 Loretta

Services Offered

Tappan, Kelvizuttor and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves, dish washers, re-

1977 CUTLASS Supreme
Oldsmobile, V-6, air,
power brakes & power

us for

these

46. Homes for Sale

AUCTION SERVICE
OFFERED
THROUGH OUR
OFFICE

NOTICE OF PUBLIC SALE
Notice is hereby given that Ky.
Finance will sell to the highest and best
bidder the following described items of
personal property: glass top table & 4
ctirome/velvet chairs; washer; dryer;.
refrigerator: 3-piece BR suite: 2-piece
BR suite: waterbed, night stand &
dresser; T.V.
Bids will be received until Aug. 5.
The successful bidder for each item
will be notified on Aug. 6th, should be
prepared to pay cash for said items
within 24 hrs. after notice of successful
bid.
The items may be seen pryor to Aug.
5 by contacting Ky. Finance S. 5th St.,
Murray, Ky.

listed through
Kopperud Realty,
several quality 3 BR

33

53.

Used Cars

2-DOOR Dodge,
excellent, air conclltion
and engine, $375. Call
762-4064.

JUST

219-

buildings, 840,000.
Burlin Woods or
753-3625.

49.
19 I

GREAT buy. 3 BR
brick, 2 bath, garage,
central heat/air, den
with- fireplace.
40's.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898.

blacktop road. 32 Ullable acres & 96 acres of
woods rolling, small
barn & 2 wells. Make a

PAGE
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(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Call 753-9904.

ST/

boat, 16

Taxi Cab Service

ft. with

1215
inboard/outboard
engine. Excellent
h.p.

911

mechanical shape,
$1500. Call 753-1205.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.22
Opened
Today
6.23
Up
.01

COMpliMmits of:

SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071

GOLD &

753 7 1 1 3
We buy Gold Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10 0 Doily, 12 5 Sunday

Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

TROUBLES
If

it's

with

pumps,

wel

plumbi

or electric, then
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed

with

26

years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

Police
911

6 a.m. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway Canty
Rescue Squad

153-6952

Aluminum
Service
Co.

•CHIM CHIM
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
CNA stynoto
CO
CANAIN LIVork Geed Amp
CIANINE V CLEANING
•01.5! 01.00ft.

Ahowinvol sad Vinyl
Sid*, Custom trim
work. Reforest's.
Coll Will Ed leflity,
113-06119.

•5.01011111 C•1.111800 5,01.11

753-3445
;

PAINTER/MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC •
Murray Calloway County Hospital has a full
time opening for a Painter/Maintenance
Mechanic. Qualified applicants Should have 2
years experience in professional painting. Experience in *Entering and wallpaper hanging'
a plus. Experience In general maintenance
desirable,-For-more information Contact:-

Cardin Carmack
Cabinet For Human Resources
Bureau For Manpower Services
203 South 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Send
you
packages the easy
way
Use our convient
service We accept
UPS --baciCatiTivs fo-r
shipment

COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square
753-7499

veee

a rim I
C

(lea-

•Carpets
'Free Estimotes
Satisfaction

Giaaranteed

Call...
753-5827

.
p

-

Animgow•••••••••••figwommlogiONINWION11.11111411
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Obituaries
Williams
dies; rites
are planned
Louis L. (Pop I
Williams, 74. Rt. 1. Farmington, died Saturday
it 8:10 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital,
l'aducah.
He wag, a charter
11 member o'f Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Murray. He was a farm
machinery mechanic.
Born June 6, 1911, in
Colfax, 111., he was the
son of the late Martin
Williams and Mary
Schaeffer Williams. One
granddaughter. Cathy
Williams Wilson, died
Sept. 2s. 1979.
Survivors are his
wife. Mrs. Dorothy
Rowley Williams: three
sons. Kenneth Williarns,
Natchetoches, La.,
Roger Williams, Farmington.. and David
Williams. Murray; nine
grandchildren; three
,great-grandchildren.
Als surviving are two
sisters. Mrs. Gladys
Huber, Decatur, Ill..
and Mrs. Genevieve
Hale. -Saybrook. Ill.;
two brothers, Bill
‘Villiams, Mansfield,
Ill., and George
Williams. Arrow Smith.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran
Church. The Rev.
Clarence Helmich will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Farmington
Cemetery,
Friends may call at
the funeral home from 6
-to 9 p.m. tonight
Monday.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy takea the form of
donations to Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Main
and 15th Streets,
Murray.

Hog market
report listed
I ederal State •Larlet Seas Sersiee
1ugunt ", 1 gill
ki-nturkt E'uri•hatie Area Hog Market
Report In, luck.b Busing Stations
K.5 eipt, Sri 12:11* Est. :4511Rarroan
A 1.444.. I two 1 .15 Higher Sows ntead4
2.00 higher
I • I 2 210
nttnte
I s 1 ! 2011
I S 1I !III
• 1 4 !.:41
saa•

240 Ita

$44.00 45.061

210 Ihn.
4:4II lb..
17o Ihn

2043.011-44.1141
443.50.44.041
1.62.5111-49.511

1511111).r
I• !
I • I 1 PIO CIO Ihn.
s 1 4 4510 I1111 lb...
t
I 1 14418511 lb,..
I 5 .1 toil 1041
Hoar, 29.011 311.00

432 On 34.1161
933.00.34.00
$34.1111.15.1611
425.00.32 MO
$22.011

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

K8K STUMP REMOVAL
,

We can remove stumps up
to 24

below the ground

435 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel
•

Mrs. Davis
dies Sunda)
:
at age of 48

Mr. Outland Mrs. Dick
dies today
dies today
at Center
at hospital

Ncrs. Edna Futrell
Wavel Outland. 93,"
Mrs. Irene Lillian
Davis, 48, was pro- formerly of Murray,
Dick, 80, Rt. 4, Murray,
nounced dead on arrival died this morning at died today at 2:12 a.m.
at Henry County Memphis Health Care at Murray-Calloway
Medical Center. Paris, Center. Memphis. Tenn. County Hospital. Her
Tenn., Sunday morning:
Born May -24, 1892, in husband, Fred Dicic,
She and her husband, Calloway County. he died Dec. 3, 1980.
Ervin Davis. of Toledo.. was the son of the late
•
Ohio, were in the Paris Larry Edmond Outland
She was a member of
area attended a Davis and Sula Underwood
Cottage Grove Baptist
reunion and visiting 'Outland.
friends. She was
He is survived by his Church.
stricken ill at a motel wife, Mrs. Lola Barrow
Born July 2, 1905, in
where they were staying Outland, to whom he
Calloway County, she
and taken to the was married on April 28,
was the daughter of the
hospital. She had been 1912; five daughters.
late Elmer Hutson and
in ill health.
Mrs. .Geneva Justice,
•
Hutson.
Born April 17. 1937, in Memphis, Mrs. Sue Lula Houston
Calloway County, she Epps and Mrs. Oneda
Mrs. Dick is survived
was the daughter of Thornton, Walls, Miss., by one daughter. Mrs.
Dewie Ligon Futrell and Mrs. Marelle Thornton, Mildred Mardis, Rt. 1,
Rice Futrell who died Murray, and Mrs. Dexter; two sons, Elvis
Dec. 2. 1983. She also Lucille Outland, Niota, Dick, Martin, Tenn..
was preceded in death Tenn; two sons, J.B. and Troy Dick, Rt. 4,
by two brothers. Owen Outland. Memphis, and Murray; three sisters,
Futrell in 1959 and John Venoy Outland, Mrs. Charles Wilson and
Futrell in 1971.
Maryland.
Survivors are her husAlso surviving are one Mrs. Rexie Davenport.
band, Ervin Davis; sister, Mrs. Estelle Hazel, and Mrs. Geneva
three sons, Michael Johnson, and three Jones, Louisville; eight
Davis and wife, Shan- brothers, H.E. Outland, grandchildren including
non. Randy Davis and L. E. Outland and Mrs. Earl (Tressia)
Terry Davis, and one William Outland, all of Tabers, Murray; 12
grandson, Michael Murray; several nieces great-grandchildren.
Davis Jr., all of Toledo, and nephews.
Max Churchill
Ohio.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral
Home will be in
Her mother, Mrs. Funeral Home will be in
Dewie Futrell, Murray. charge of funeral and charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
survives, along with one burial arrangements.
sister. Mrs. Buddy
(Sara N.) McNutt, Rt. 8,
Murray; two brothers,
James Futrell and wife,
Nancy, Rt. 5. Murray,
and Edgar 1 Short I
Futrell and wife, Pattie.
Chicago, Ill.; several
nieces and nephews.
Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be in
charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

1985 Chevrolet /
1
2 Ton
Silverado

Paul B. Salmon
dies in crash
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Paul B. Salmon, who
retired in April after 14
years as head of the
American Association
of School Administrators. was
among those killed Friday when Delta Flight.
191 crashed in Dallas.
He was 66.

'23687

'Based on 48 i)4(init,

Per Month
lease ph, t.tm

It. ••,•

and title fees

DWAIN

S. 12th St.
Murray, K y.
502-753-2617

TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

Joe Smith Carpet Center
GIANT REMNANT
SALE!

Mrs. 011ie Hamlin, 85,
Lawrence D. Walker,
The funeral for
Final rites for Hayes
66, Hamlin, died Sunday of Murray died Sunday Pritchett were Sunday William Madson Ray
at 6:28 p.m. at his home. at 10 p.m. at Long Term at 2 p.m. at Dexter was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
His wife, Priscilla. died Care Unit of Marshall Church of Christ. John the chapel of Miller
County Hospital, Ben- L. Hicks officiated.
May 22, 1982.
Funeral Home, Hazel.
Mr. Walker was a ton. Her husband, Roy
John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were The song service was by
retired employee of Hamlin. died in 1966.
Bobby Garland, Billy singers from Hazel
Trunk Line Natural Gas
She is survived by two Garland, Johnny Church' of Christ with
Co., Houston, Texas. He
was a member of Blood sons, Richard Hamlin Garland,
Joe Thompson as
Eddie Dillon,
and Tommy Hamlin,
leader.
River Baptist Church.
Daniel
Dillon
and
. Born April 17, 1919, in one sister, Mrs. Selma
Pallbearers were
Clarence Pritchett, all
Louisiana, he was the Stubblefield, and two
Frankie Brandon, Bennephews.
son of the late Cecil brothers, Porter Elkins
nie Pittman, James
Walker and Eula Gatlin and Bob Elkins, all of
Burial was in Stewart Harold Housden, Terry
Murray; two grand- Cemetery with ar- Housden, Ronald
Walker.
Survivors inc4ude two children, Charles rangements by Max Housden. and Phil
daughters, Mrs. Dana Hamlin, Columbus, Ga., Churchill Funeral Housden.
burial was in Hazel
(Christine) Bassinger, and Mrs. Donna Carroll, Home.
Dahlgreen, Ill., and Paducah.
Cemetery.
Mrs. Bruce (Janet) McMr. Ray, 80, Rt. 2,
Mr. Pritchett, 58, DexMrs. Hamlin was a
Campbell, Louisville;
Hazel,
died Friday at
ter,
died
Friday at 9:16
three sons, James member of New Mt. a.m.
8:45 a.m. at his home.
Carmel Baptist Church.
Walker, Geff, Ill.,
Lawrence Walker Jr.,
Born April 28, 1900, in
Jackson, Tenn., and Calloway County, she
Richard Walker, was the daughter of the
The Martin Funeral
Brad Moore, 19,
Johnsonville, Ill.; 10 late Albert P. Elkins formerly of Murray, Home, Clanton, will be
grandchildren.
and Onie Steele Elkins. drowned Sunday in a in charge of funeral and
Also surviving are
boating accident on burial arrangements.
Blalock -Coleman
three sisters, Mrs. Mike
Mr. Moore is survived
Lake Mitchell near
(Patricia) 'Hughes Funeral Home will be in Clanton, Ala.
by his parents, Mr. and
Centerville, Miss., Mrs. charge of the funeral
His body was Mrs. Jim Moore, and
Jack (Velma) Purvis, and burial recovered Sunday about one brother, Bart
._
Louisiana, and Mrs. arrangements.
Moore, all of Clanton.
10:30 p.m.
Dick (Angeliene) Skipper, Baton Rouge. La.;
three brothers, Billy
Walker, Baton Rouge,
D.H. Walker, Dry Prong, La., and Pat Walker,
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
INVESTMENTS
Rhode Island.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Chur- Industrial Average
-10.88
Goodyear
29/
1
4 -1/8
chill Funeral Home.The Air Products
56% uric
I.B.M.
1303/4
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy Apple Computer
.
15% -Vs
Jerrico
20/
1
4 unc
American Telephone
will officiate.
211
/
4 •1/8
Kmart
34/
1
2
1
4
28% •/
Burial will follow in Briggs & Stratton
JCPenney
unc
36/
Penwalt
1
4 uric
Murray Memorial Chrysler
401/8 .%
Cracker Barrell
12% unc
Gardens.
Quaker Oats
49% •1/2
Friends may call at Dollar Gen. Store
Scientific-Atlanta
24/
1
4
1
4 +/
13/
1
2
13/
the funeral home after 2 Durakon
1
2 unc
Sears
36 .%
E•Z-Em Inc.
/
4
13% -1
p.m. Tuesday.
Texaco
35% -1
/
2
Ford
441/4 -1
/
4
Time Inc.
57/
3
4 +%
Forum Group
101/s -1
U.S.Tobaceo
/
4
35 •1
/
2
Faylen dies
G.A.F.
32 unc
Wal-Mart
501
/
4 unc
BURBANK, Calif. General Motors
70% -1
/
2
Wendy's
17% -1/5
(AP) — Character actor GenCorp, Inc
0
/
1
4 -1
/
4
C.E.F. Yield
7.03
Frank Faylen, whose Goodrich
31% -LK
70-year career took him
from the stage of a
Mississippi River
showboat to the sound
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
MUTUAL FUNDS
stages of film and televiMEMBER
YORK
NEW
STOCK
EXCHANGE
MEMBER SIPC
sion, has died at age 79.

Brad Moore, 18, drowns

L

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Lee Kinsolving:

"OUR PRIME LENDING RATE IS 9.50%
ARE YOU PAYING MORE ON YOUR HOME
MORTGAGE LOANS THAN PRIME?"

(Monday, Aug. 5thfSaturday, Aug. 10th)

*All jute back sculptured shag or
plush, 25 feet or less.
(Take the whole piece)

5607 Of

f
Larg qelection

--`'
;,,------`,-

Open: Mon.-Fri
8-5
Sat., 8-4

Now is the time to restructure
your existing mortgage loans
at Republic Savings Bank.
Take advantage of the money
that you have in your home,
call us about refinancing your
existing loans or get a new
Home Equity Loan at our
lower rates.
Lee Kinsolving
President

753-6660
HWY 641 North

For Home
Insurance

L.D. Walker Mrs. Hamlin Pritchett's
Ray funeral
dies Sunday rites Sunday rites Sunday
dies; rites
Wednesday at hospital
at chapel
at Dexter

REPUBLIC
Sa% lugs Bank
(502) 527-1447 Benton
•
Open Saturday Until Noon

Member FSLIC
EdJai

HOW
MUCH IS
ENOUGH?
Chances are your home is
worth more than you realize ana would cost tar
more to replace perhaps
5000 to 60% than lust a
few years ago
Has your home insurance
kepi pace w:th the steady
r:se rn consvuction costs/
We be happy to help you
find out Its part of our
service as an independent
insurance agency representing State Auto
Give us a call You II find
we re friends you can
depend on

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
SoutAsKI• of tfs• ci

SQuet•

7534411

Housing

Lender

ARMACY
Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
IS OPEN!
*We can handle your

new or refilled prescriptions.
*We will honor or beat any advertised prices and
coupons for transferred prescriptions.
We apfrociate...yourk,
./ness In the past and ,will
greatly appreciate
new business. • .

rrepeese
,
rs
, ;

•

cN utt
Stet* Auto 10111W11111e•
01 FNDAI 1. AT NVIIITNF11 751 41 75
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